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CLAIM PLOT TO MURDER RAY
Soldier Charged With Murder
In Traffic Deaths Of Five
Veteran Of Vietnam Civil Defense Shelter
Blamed In Accident
A joint wake will be held
on Friday night at the Gospel
Temple Baptist Church in North
Memphis for four of five per-
sons killed in what was de-
scribed as one of the worst
traffic accidents in the history
of the city.
The victims were Mrs. Dor-
enze Simmons of 3366 Manning,
driver of one of the cars in-
volved; Mrs. Dorothy Pugh, 19,
of 738-F. Wells st., and her
niece, Felicia Michelle Pugh
21, of 738-E Wells, and her two-
month-old d a u ghter, Tara
Chambers. The Chambers and
the Pughs lived next door to
each other.
Five others were injured in
the crash at Chelsea and Mc
Lean at 2 p.m. last Saturday,
A witness in the vicinity of
the crash said that the collision
sounded like dynamite had ex-
ploded, and the first persons
on the scene said that it ap-
peared that all 10 were dead,
because none of them were
conscious.
Mrs. Chambers and her
young daughter were the daugh-
ter and grandaughter of Mrs.
Mattie Chambers, and Mrs.
Pugh was the daughter of Mrs.
Augusta Hardin of the Wells
address.
Mrs. Chambers and Mrs.
Pugh were still in a state of
shock on Monday. and had not
been able to decide on a date
for the funeral, although the
wakes were set for Friday
night at Gospel Temple Bap-
and on Monday of this week tist Church. Mrs. Chambers
police placed a charge of sec- said her daughter and grand-
ond 'degree murder against daughter would probably be
Fred Williams, 19. of Pickens, buried Saturday. so that out-of-
Miss., who was the driver of town relatives could head back
the vehicle in which four were home Sunday morning, but she
killed and one critically injur- would consult with her mini--
ed. ster, the Rev. Neasbie Alston,
An investigation showed that
Williams, a soldier recently re-
turned from Vietnam, was driv-
ing above the speed limit and
passing other cars. He was
one of the five injured.
Also injured were Marcus
Pugh, four, of the Wells ad-
dress; Joe Knowes of St. Paul,
Minn.; Vanessa Brown. 15, of
2570 New Raleigh rd.; and Don-
na M. Patrick, 15, of 3366 Man-
ning.
about the most convenient day;
The funeral for Mrs. Pugh
and her niece will be held in
Millington, perhaps on Sun-
day.
N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral
Home is in charge of the serv-
ices for the two North Memphis
families.
Mrs. Pugh was a graduate
of Manassas High School, and
Mrs. Chambers was a former
student there.
^ -
*SS BARBARA LAVERNE HENCE
Bolton-Hence Nuptial
Vows Set For June 1
Miss Barbara LaVerne Hence
and Robert Walton Bolton will
exchLnge vows on Sunday,
June 1, at the Calvary Lutheran
Church on Sunday. June 1, with
the minister. the Reverend De-
Witt Robinson, officiating.
The bride-elect is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Eu-
gene Bence, Sr., of 4829 Horn
Lake rd. Mr Bolton's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Winston Bol-
ton of 1372 Orgill.
MIAS Hence was graduated
from Mitchell High School and
LeMoyne College
At Mitchell High, she was a
member of the French Club,1
the Glee Club and the major.
ette staff.
While a student at LeMoyne,
she sang with the college choir,
was sweetheart of Omega Psi
Fraternity and became a mem-
ber of the Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority.
Mr. Bolton was graduated
from Hamilton High School,
and was president of the Na-
tional Honor Society and salu-,
tatorian for his class
He was graduated cum laude
from Memphis 'State Univer-
sity. where he was a member





A guide to Civil Defense shel-
ter locations in Memphis and
Shelby County, with instructions
on how to build improvised
shelters, was distributed as a
supplement in the Memphis
daily newspapers, recently.
The 11-by-17- inch Commun-
ity Shelter Plan contains 18
pages of maps and information
showing each public shelter
and outlining nuclear attack
survivial procedures.
Prominent on the yellow cov-
er is the orange and black
identifying symbol borne by
each Civil Defense approved
public fallout shelter.
there isn't enough shelter space
to accommodate everyone in
the county.
The 393 approved buildings
will protect 402,940 persons,
but shelter hasn't been located
for 330,060 more.
Development of the plan cost
$25,000 and printing and dis-
tribution cost an additional $46.-
000.
Copies of the shelter plan are
available at city and count,
schools, utility district offices,
the Memphis Welcome Wagon
and the local Civil Defense of-
fices at 85 exchange.
The plan was prepared by the.
Memphis and Shelby County . % r
Planning Commission under y
U.S. Engineers' supervision,
and published by the Memohis-'
enefit bfice.Shelby County Civil Defense B
A key map and 18 area maps
make it easy to find your
neighborhood and the closest
public shelter. If you live in an
l area that doesn't have shelters,
Evening Star there is a page of instructionson how to build your own.
Included are tips on how to
stock a shelter with survival
supplies and what to stock.
Plans Men's Day
Annual Men's Day will be
oberved at the Evenfng Star
Baptist Church at 1051 Mis-
sissippi blvd. on Sunday, May
25. The morning message will
be given by the pastor, the
Rev. B. Henderson.
The guest speaker for the
service at 3 p.m. will be the
Rev. L. D. Wortham, pastor of
Morning View Baptist Church.
011ie Harris is chairman of
the Men's Day program.
Civil Defense officials said
the plan has been approved by
the governing bodies of Mem-






A Porter Junior High School
teacher who died last Feb.
9 has left $500 each to the
Abe Scharff branch of the
YMCA and the Sarah H.
Brown branch of the YMCA.
She was Miss Lucille Jenkins
Hawthorne, whose late address
was 884 S. Parkway East. she
had been teaching for 45 years
at the time of her death.
The bulk of the English teach-
er's estate was left to a pupil
Officials called it "the most she taught here 44 years ago,
realistic way to cope with the but who now lives in Detroit.
disaster which we hope never
occurs - that of a nuclear at- Mrs. Alberta Lee was 
execu-
tack." But they noted that trix of the estate.
Superiors Are Proud Of Worker,
Once A Ward Core Unemployed'
In the short time since he ago." he added, "I help ta
ke
went to work as an order filler care of my mother."
at the giant Shainberg Ware- Mr. Fields said that he spent
house at 1325 Warford st., Jim- so much of his money going
mie Fields. 2e, of 2153 Clay- from place to place looking for
ton st., has established a repu- work that he had just about
tation as one of the most de-
pendable employees in the plant.
His supervisor, Eddie Wel-
ker, said, "In the brief time
that he has been here—a little
more than a month—Jimmy
has become as good as those
workers who have been here
all along
"And one of his good points
is that he shows up every day
on time, which means a good
deal in this business. He is an
excellent worker."
The young Mr. Fields, a 1967
graduate of Douglass High
School, was a few days ago one
of what has been designated
as the "hard core unemployed.'
Now he has a regular job, fill-
ing orders for Sheinberg and
Kent stores in six Southern
states. Sheinberg is one of the
firms in Memphis which agreed
to furnish jobs for a certain
number of the "hard core un-
employed," in Mr. Fields they
think they have gotten a bar-
gain.
After be finished school, Mr.
Fields worked at various
short-term jobs and played
about three nights a week with
a seven-piece band called the
New Souls.
"I made enough money
with the band to take care of
myself," he said, "but now I
have a wife and child to sup-
port.
"And since my father was
accidentally killed a few years
decided to pay an employment
agency to find him a job.
"Then night, one of the
fellows in the band told me
about the Delta Education
Corporation. I went down there,
filled out an application and
was hired the next day.
Before he was sent to work
one
SIGNING A MURPHY BILL Governor Buford Ell
ing-
ton is seen signing one of the bills introduced by State
Representative Ira H. Murphy during recent sessions of
the Legislature. Of the bills Mr. Murphy introduced, 12 of
them passed. He was vice chairman of the Shelby County
Delegation.
Rep. Murphy Gets 12
Bills Through House
As a freshman in the Ten-
nessee Legislature this year,,
Atty. Ira H. Murphy looked
back on his record this week
with a certain degree of pride.
Of the bills he introduced in
the House, 12 of them were
passed and are now state laws.
Among these were bills which
increased the jurisdiction of
City Court judges;
Gave Juvenile Court judges
discretion in awarding custody
of children to fathers;
Permit doctors from foreign
countries to practice in Ten-
nessee after maintaining resi-
dence in Tennessee for two
years:
And two laws which increas-
ed the penalties in certain
criminal offenses.
Mr. Murphy says he is es-
pecially proud of what he was
able to do for his Alma Mater,
Tennessee A&I State Univer-
sity.
Through his efforts, Repre-
sentative Murphy got the legi-
slators to allot the school
$389,000 more than was origin-
ally planned for it in this year's
budget.
He was the only black legi-
slator and the only freshman
Democrat to serve on the Fin-
ance, Ways and Means Com-
mittee
Mr. Morpby said he strongly
opposed and voted against the
bill which allows increased rat-
es for finance companies, but
he supported Medicaid and in-
creased budget for public
schools.
He said he has introduced
some bills which he hopes will
get through in future sessions.
One of the bills would permit
a tenant to either compel his
landlord to fix up a house
which needed repairing, or
withold the rent money and
make the necessary repairs
himself.
Another of his bills would
prevent a finance company
from claiming innocence in a
deal which a party contracted
for a certain item which fail-
ed to measure up to the agree-
ment made during time of
sale.
And a third would require
any city which annexed coun-
ty areas to give teachers who
failed to meet the new stan-
dards two years in which to
make up the deficiencies.
Jesse James A Bad Man
at the Shainberg Warehouse,
however, he went through a.
training period at Delta, which,
he said, included refresher 
Until  By A RulletHit • mi. •
courses in reading and mathe-
matics, which he says has Before he was shot and cap- robes all of his money, but
proved invaluable on his new tured early Friday morning, that w
job.
Commenting on his job, Mr.
Fields said, "I have been here
35 days, and it is real nice. I
haven't missed a day, and
don't plan to miss any."
All of his superiors are
proud of the young worker.
DEPENDABLE WORKER Looking over his work
sheet for the day with one of his supervisors at the
Sheinberg Warehouse is Jimmy Fields, one of hard•core
unemployed who hate recently found work in Memphis.
He has endeared himself to his employer by his dependa-
bility and punctuality. (Withers Photo)
after having fired a bullet
which glanced off the sidewalk
and injured a police officer.
Jesse James Gavin, wanted in
Miami, Fla., for the murder
of an officer there, tried to
live up to the reputation of his
namesake when he robbed Da-
vidson's Grill at 345 S. Fourth
hen he said that he
would kill him if he found a
dime on him, he pleaded with:
the man to give him a secondL
chance at finding all of the




speeial 1.1. 'The Tri State Detroiter),
NASHVILLE — State Correc-
tions Commissioner Harry S.
Avery this week disclosed that
he received a telephone call
asserting that a plot existed to
have James Earl Ray killed
while in prison.
Avery said the information
has "some foundation" and
that the identity of the infor-
mant was known to officials.
He said that was the main
reason he has kept Ray in
maximum security.
The plot's disclosure followed
charges made by Chattanooga
attorney Robert W. Hill that
"Avery promised to look after
Ray in return for a handwritten
manuscript giving details of
the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr."
Hill, who visited the convicted
slayer of King in the State Psi-
!son here, said that Ray told
!him Avery offered to give the
prisoner part of the profit from
the story. He indicated he will
attempt to gain a court injunc-
tion prohibiting Avery from
interviewing his client.
Avery denied he was writing
a book about Ray or that he
offered to give Ray any special
treatment in return for his ac-
count of the crime.
Hill said that Avery had
three interviews with R a y
"He's using his office to get
in to talk to Ray when legiti-
mate reporters can't do it."
In Memphis, meanwhile, an
amendment to a motion ask-
ing a new trial for Ray was
filed in Criminal Court Mon-
day.
Attorneys Richard J. Ryan of
Memphi s, J. B. Stoner of
Savannah, Ga., and Hill said
in the amendment that Ray
should be given a new trial be-
cause he was denied effective
counsel, because the
preponderance of the evidence
did not support a jury verdict
of guilty and that there was no
evidence introduced upon which
Ray could be found guilty.
The death of Criminal Court
Judge W. Preston Battle, the
trial judge when Ray pleaded
guilt y, also was cited as a
reason for a new trial.
He said that he went back
through his pockets, found
another penny, and then hand
st. ed 
it to the robber.
While in the Grill, Gavin fir-Gavin was later identified as
edthe man who came into thel sever
al shots at Mr. David-
bragged that he was want-grill around Thursday midnight son-
ed by the FBI, and said that
he was just itching to kill
someone else. Looking at one
of the patrons, he declared that
he didn't like the man's looks,
and bashed him in the face
with one of his two pistols.
and looked around, then came
back 15 niinutes-qater, shot up
the place, robbed the customers
and employees, then herded
them into a storeroom and de-
manded that they remain there
until he had seven minutes to
make his escape.
not want his name mentioned
said that he was going to the
grill to discuss some business
with the owner, Robert David-
son, and noticed that no patrons been shot in the left side.
were moving around inside One of his nine victims in
"I didn't see anybody," he the Grill inquired of a witness
said, "but I decided to go in
anyhow. Just I got inside this
fellow told me to take all of
my money out of my pocket
and put it ob the table, and
said he was going to search
me. He said if he found sts-
much as a dime me he was
going to kill me.' to 
Miami as soon as he recovers
face trial in the slaying of awas
The victim said that he Police Patrolman Ronald F. hers
thought that he had given the McLeod, 30. I ships.
Gavin was captured about 4
One of the victims. woo does am, by Detect
ive Carl Watson
and Police Lt. Dan Gilmer.
after Det. Watson had been
wounded in the foot with a ric-
ocheting bullet, and Gavin had'
to the shooting whether Jesse
James Gavin still maintained
his arrogance after he was
captured, and was told that
Gavin begged for his life after
the police caught up with him
Gavin will be returned to
Ray had asked for a new
trial, in an earlier motion,
claiming that he was "pressur-
ed" into pleading guilty by his
former counsel Percy Foreman
of Houston, Tex.
The state has said that Ray,
pleading guilty, wavied all
rights to a new trial.
A hearing on the motion is
scheduled Monday, May 26. be-
fore Criminal Court Judge
Arthur C. Faquin Jr.
Chamber Seeks
,000 Members
The Memphis Chamber of
Commerce reported on the
number of memberships ob-
tained so far in the two-month
drive during a luncheon held
last Thursday at the Sheraton
Peabody.
The drive will last for a
year, and a goal of 1,000
memberships has been set.
The highest solicitor report-
ing at the meeting was Roger
B. Sams of the William B.
Clark Company.
Presiding at the luncheon was
Edgar Bailey, chairman of
the Membership Committee.
Gold watches were presented
the most successful solicitors
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Job Film Fair Awards
Honor Philip Randolph
NEW YORK, — "Oscar,", cause we of the foundation
"Emmy" and "Tony" have Oen that the aims and objet
new partner on the symbolic, tives of the international
stage nf excellence in the form job film festival coincided so
of "Randy," the nickname of closely with the ideals to which
the awards to be presented at Mr. Randolph has dedicated
the forthcoming Job Film Fair, his life.
the first international film fes-
"'Therefore, in honor of histival on jobs, training and the
tiselong pioneering efforts forghetto.
Each honor to be presented job and job-training opportuni-
ties on behalf of minorityto the most outstanding films
groups, and the distinguishedsubmitted in the Job Film Fair
competition will be known leadership qualities he has
brought, in such large meas-
dolph Award, in honor of that
formally as the A. Philip Ran- 
to the free, democratic
'
labor leader, trade union movement in this
country and throughout theThe announcement was made
world, the coveted pries oftoday at a news conference 
the 'international Job Filmpreview of the festival, in the Fair will be known as the 'A.Gallery of Modern Art, by
Philip Randolph Awards.' "
Theodore W. Kheel. president .
of the American Foundation on Mr. Kheel then displayed
Automation and EmploymentOhe artist's rendering of the
sponsors of the internationat A. Philip Randolph Award, a
film festival. Ispecially de si gned plaque
The festival was held at the created by the prominent Ne-
Hotel Americana on May 21 4ro artist, Romare Bearden,
and 22. Mayor John V. Lindsay l Mr. Bearden's works have re-
is honorary chairman of thecently appeared on the covers
Job Film Fair. of the New York Times Maga-
Mr. Kheel said that Mr. Ran- zine, Time magazine and For-
dolph's name was chosen "be- tune magazine.
South Side Scrappers
Win State Track Meet
By BILL LITTLE
NASHVILLE.. —On a track
made slow by loosely packed
cinders and a driving rain the
South Side Scrappers annexed
the school's first state title by
winning the Tennessee Second-
ary Schools Athletic Associa-
tion Track and Field champion-
ship last Saturday night on
Overton's o u t dated cinder
track. A crowd estimated at
approximately 2,000 braved the
elements to watch favored
South Side edged Kingsport
Dobyns-Bennett for the state
crown, 22-19.
The Memphians were assur-
ed of at least a tie coming into
the final event on the program
when Clifton Taylor, unbeaten
in the 220 this season, could
W.F. Jordan To
Receive Fellowship
William F. Jordan, a Mem-
,phis State University graduate
economics student, has been
selected to receive a fellow-
ship award by the Consortium
for Graduate Study in Business
for Negroes.
Mr. Jordan will receive the
$2.500 fellowship plus tuition to
attend the University of Wis-
consin to pursue a master of
business administration de-
gree. The award can be re-
newed for a second year fol-
lowing successful completion
of the 1969-70 academic year.
The program, which began
in September, 1967. is designed]
to expedite the entry of Ne-
groes into managerial positions.
Colleges taking part in the con-
sortium, in addition to the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, are In-
diana University, University of
Rochester, University of South-
ern California and Washing-
ton University.
Dr. Sterling H. Schoen, di-
rector of the program, said
that 60 fellowships have been
awarded for the coming year.
He said that these students are
selected in the same manner
as all students to the leading
graduate schools of business
throughout the country.
As part of the program Mr.
Jordan will attend the Summer
Studies Program at Washington
University in June. While there











manage only a point for hia
fourth place finish in a classy
field. Kingsport had only a
prayer going for them in the
mile relay failing to qualify for
this race. South Side finished
second behind Knoxville-East
after leading most of the way.
Kingsport took an early lead
with six paints picked up in
the pole vault and the shotput.
However, after four events had
been recorded from the run-
ning program. South Side had
posted victories in the 440 and
two m ile relays to take the
lead. Robert Brooks. Tom Gre-
gory, Terry King and Clifton
Taylor zipped through the 4401
with a respectable :42.9. but
the two mile foursome of Ever,
ett Taylor, Don Harris, Lester
Merritt and Gipson Lyles had
to do an 8:04.1 to fight off
serious challenges from Knox-
ville-East and Kingsport South
Side easily won the 880 re-
lay in 1:30 with Manassas com-
ing second to. give Mempkts a
sweep. Brooke, Gregory, Terry
King and Clifton Taylor han-
dled the baton almost flawless
for the victors
TACTICS BACKFIRE
Coach Rube Boyce probably
couldn't sit still through most
of the closely contested match-
es, especially the 880 run and
the championship clinching
mile relay. The field simply
was too strong for Clifton Tay-
lor in the 220 which was won
by Nashville North's Charlie
Wilson with a :22.2. Wilson
was the meet's only double
winner tying the 100 yard dash
mark of 9.7, set last year in
Memphis by Chattanooga How-
ard's Ed Hammonds. Wilson
won the Middle Tennessee Re-
gional with a 9.6.
Many observers felt that:
South Side Gibson Lyles re-1
mained too far off the 880
Lyles had a strong kick which
enabled him to pick up most
of the runners in the race.'
however. Knoxville East's Wil-
bur Hawkins. the pace setter
and winner of the half mile
with a swift 1:58.3, had an in- .
surmountable lead. Lyles plac-
ed third, and after only pick-
ing up one point in the 220,
South Side was forced to be
cautious in the mile relay and
not risk a disqualification or
dropping the slippery baton.
Darwin Bond. the Kingsport
premier sprinter who was
shut out in the 100 and was
second in the 220, won his
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RANDS ACROSS the film are not only a
symbolic black and white, but also those of
A. Philip Randolph, right, noted labor lead-
er,and Theodore W. Kheel, president
of the American Foundation on Automation
and Employment. They hold an artists's
rendering of the award to be presented to
the winning films entered in the Job Film
Fair, the first international Film festival on
jobs, job training and the ghetto. The fes-
tival will be held at the Hotel Americana
on May 21 and 22 under the foundation's
SALUTATORIA.N Miss Raydine
Pruitt is' the Salutatorian of
Graduating Class of Booker T.
Washington High School. She is
the President of Alpha Elite
Social Club, Treasurer of Vic-
torians Social Club, Secretary
of the A. Maceo Walker Chap-
ter of the National Honor So-
ciety and was voted Most Stu-
dious in Senior Class Superlate-
Ives. She is one of the eight
students at Booker T. Wash.
ington to appear in "Who's
Who in American High Schools.
She is copy editor of the Wash-
ingtonian and attended Volun-
teer Girls State in Murfrees-
boror during the spring of 1968.
She will attend LeMoyne-Owen
College from which she received
a four year scholarship. She
Is the daughter of Sampson J.
Pruitt and the late Mrs. Doro-
thy PFuitt. She is the step-
daughter of Mrs. Mery Pruitt.
sponsorship. Over 250 films have been sub-
mitted in the competition, including e n•
tries from Puerto Rico, Great Britain and
Canada. The A. Philip Randolph Award de-
sign, with a strip of film running through
hands into a symbolic "factory," was ex-
ecutied by Romare Bearden, a Negro ar-
tist whose works have recently appeared
on the covers of the New York Times
Magazine, Time magazine and Fortune
magazine.
Minority Businesses
Get More SBA Loans
Small Business Administrator
Hilary Sandoval, Jr., this week
reported record-high levels of
loans to minorities from the
Small Business Administra-
tion but cautioned against plac-
ing too much emphasis on sta-
tistics.
Sandoval said that during
April. SBA loaned minorities
$10.7 million and that during
the first week in May, the
-annual rate of loans rose to
5,500.
"Although both of these fig-
ures are record highs," San-
doval said, "I want to point
out that we are dealing with
people and should not be con-
cerned with statistics for sta-
tistics' sake."
He charged the program be-
gun last August at SBA to pro-
mote minority business own-
ership among blacks and
other minorities was "token-
ism."
"Amid the fanfare of fre-
quent press conferences and
news releases and a constant
barrage of statistic, the illu-
sion of a sweeping new pro-
gram to help the minorities
was created," Sandoval charg-
ed.
-But when the veneer is
scraped away, it's readily ap-
parent that the program was
nothing more than tokenism
to blacks, to Mexican-Ameri-
cans and to other minorities
in this country."
Sandoval said there are a
host of facts to support his
chatge.
"A post of Assistant Ad-
ministrator was created at
IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
See Tommy Grant
...for on outstanding buy
.1 on a low mileage 1969













SBA to run the minority
gram and then was never
ed," he said.
"A black advisory council
composed of well-known mod-
erates and militants from the
black community was formed
and held several meetings. If
the council contributed any-
thing to the program in the
form of suggestions, they nev-
er were officially announced-
or included in the minority
program. The council's work




Roaring '20s Dance Friday
Alpha Delta Chapter, No. 103
of Alpha Pi Chi Sorority, a
group composed of business
aitid profesional women is spon-
soring a "Roaring Twenties"
dance, this Friday night, May
23, at Club Rosewood beginning
at 10 p.m.
Replete with costumes of the
"good old days of the twen-
ties", the dance will feature
a "Charleston Contest" with
cash prizes to the strong heart-
ed couple who can remain in
good dancing form after 15
minutes of the hearty dance.
Those who are old enough to
remember the Charleston will
know that dancing the spirited
fad of the Twenties for 15 min-
utes is quite a trick.
Judges for the contest will
be the audience and the soror-
ity members. Part of the pro-
ceeds will go toward the proj-
ect of the sorority, Memphis
Home for the Mentally Retard-
ed Children.
Mrs, Florence Craft, is presi-
dent, and Mrs. Loretta Brad-
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School will present its students
in a festival, "Do Your Own
Thang," Friday evening at
7:30 P.M., in the Blair T.
Hunt Gymnasium of Booker
T. Washington High School.
Tickets are twenty-five cents
for children and fifty cents
for adults and may be pur-
chased from the children or at
the door.
Mrs. Othella S. Shannon Is
Principal of Georgia Avenue
School. Commodore C. Primous
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I IOEBS LOEBSi4rssif-I-3. are owned 100%
• ASO.
by William "Bill" Loeb
A drink is a drink
is not necessarily so.
The people who know Seagram's
7 Crown think their whiskey is quite
different from the rest.
Smoother. Lighter. Better to serve
friends.
Quality, through and through.
Their findings have made
7 Crown the best-liked brand of
whiskey in the whole world.
That's got to be superior.
Say Seagram's and
Be Sure.
Seagram Distillers Company, NewYork City, Blended Whiskey • se roof • 65` Grain Neutral Spirits.
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Dr. Stephen Wright To Address Eight LeMoyne-Owen
Largest Class In Lane's history Grads Given Grants
Lane College will present
degrees to 203 seniors, the
largest graduating class in its
history, Sunday, May 25 at 5
p.m., in front of the J. K. Dan-
iels Library on the college
campus. Speaker for the com-
bined Ba cc alur eate-Com-
mencement services will be
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Direc-
tor of Institutional Services for
the United Negro College Fund.
Dr. Wright, a native of Dil-
lon South Carolina is the reci-
pient of the B. S. degree from
Hampton Institute, the M. A.
degree from Howard Univer-
sity and the Ph.D. degree
from New York University.
He has six honorary degrees,
one from his Alma Mater. New
York University.
Receiving A. B. degrees in
Music are: Robert McCray
Bryant, Lorenze Bufford, Mi-
chael Authur McNeil, Lenwood'
Lee Shead, Betty Nell Shum-
pert and Ester M. Winfrey.
Receiving A. B. degrees in
Religion are: Hillie Tilman
Walton and Maxine Wheeler.
Receiving the A. B. degree
in Elementary Education will
be: Ida Elizabeth Agnew,
Helen Jean Allen, Nellie Mae
Allen, Sadie Francene Ander-
son. Lucille Simmons Atkins,
Eleanor Patricia Banks, Bev-
erly Jean Bond, Hazelle Long-
street Bond, Alethea Yvonne
Bragg, Alberta Brooks, Jose-
Ivory Pauline Compton Mary
Louise Cousin, Estelle Davis,
Mary E. Davis, Mattie W.
Davis, Margaret Ann Day,
Frances R o yaletta Donald
Yvonne Lynne Durr, Bettye
Lynn Eskridge, Maxine Fields,
Evelyn Foster, Margaret Jan-
ice Fuller, Synoria Ann Fuller.
Jacqueline Gibbs Golden,
Christine Green, Sharon Alice
Green, Shirley Jean Green,
Venita Long Green—Janice
Louise Griffin, Patrick Boone
Hamlett, Mildred R. Herron,
Jennie Archable Hobson. Ann
Ballard Hunt, Linda Kay Jones,
Carolyn Jordin, Helen Black
King. Remelt Lane, Dorothy
Bradley Lawrence.
Eva Jean McFarland, Mary-
lyn Rivers Morrow, Janice H.
Neilson, Magnolia Nelson, An-
nie Sue Perkins, Gloria Yvonnei
Perkins, Dana Antoinette Por-
ter, Linda Castro Porter, Shir-
ley Temple Ray. Marilyn
Louise Rollins, Lennie Mae
Settles, Rosie Marie Spearman,
Angeline Owens Vaulx, Parker
Yancy Warlick, Shirlene T.
Wilson, Vay Lena Witherspoon
and Joyce Ann Wright.
Receiving A. B. degrees in
sociology are: Janice Marie
Bell, Jones Arthur Boyd, Wal-
ter Bramage, Lewis Thomas
Brantley, Rita Faye Buchanan,
Mary Louise Campbell, San-
dra Carter, Bertha Mae Chat
man, Johnnie Mae Cheatham,
Theresa Cozart, Joyce Ann
DR. STEPHEN WRIGHT
Jeffries, Henreda Cheatham
Jones, Mallie Louise Jones
Euretta Debris Kee, Edward
Eugene Lang, J. C. McLin,
Canary Merriweather, Nona
Ann Milligan, Glenda Faye
Odell, Carl Wayne Pillow
'Estonia Wheelock Saunders,
Jacquelyn Ann Smith, Bar-
bara Ann Thomas, Sandra
Jean Turley, Peggy Ruth Wal-
ker, Otha L. Wiseman, Essie
Male Yarbrough and Jean
Rhuthalph Young.
Receiving b. s. degrees in
viology are: Castle Curry,
Joe A. Hailliburton, Marion
T. Jones, Johnny Roy Long,'
Roy Manning, Marvin Hugh
Nunn, Doris R. Parks, Ray-
mond Puckett, Jr., Marshall
Linwood Ridley, Joseph Earl
Rollins, Willie Sam Stubbs,
Terry Wayne Purely, Ruthie
Mae Tyson and Jerry Lee
Word.
Degrafinried, Jacqueline Faulk, Receiving b. s. degrees in
Joseph Grady, Juanette Hamp. physical education are: Willie
ton, Willie Joe Holmes, Robert George Bledson, Jr., Ronald
Clark, Betty Louise Davis,Hunt, Patricia Ann Hunter.
Charles Davis, Samuel Joe
Bettie L. Harris Jackson,IDavis, Ronald E. Hopkins,
Gloria Jean Johnson, Rita iBobby Joe Hunt, Ted Isabell,
Kirk Jones, Jesse Tyrone Net- Annie Jean Jones, Tommie
son, Sophie Prather, George Jones, Lesil Mims, White Field
Robert Pulliam, John 1.434iS
Reese, Connie Haywood Rog-
ers, Sandra Jean Russell,
Sallye St e w a r d, Georgia
Washington, Dorothy Jean Wil-
liams Meriam Ann Wolfe, Mil.
Oglesby, Hubert C. Scott, Clara
Theus Sewa rd, Cleveland
Stokes, Emma Jean Taylor,
Beverly Bledsoe Tyson, Ricky
Watson, Tommy Washington
and Shirley Jean Willis.
ton Leonard Womack and El- Receiving bl. s. degrees in
chemistry are: Arthur Dixon
Brown, Jr. and Rayfield Wil-
liam Cabaniss, and Bessie
Thompson.
mira A Wright
phine Brooks, Sandra Alesia
Butler. Receiving A. B. degrees in
History are: Cecil Augustus
Annette \ vonne Caldv.T11, Berry, William Harold Callo-
way, Garmer Bucy Currie, Jr.,
Joyce Elaine Gaines, Homer
Lee Issac, Jr. Odis Jackson,
Charles Joseph Jackson, Mar-
garet Yvonne Killebrew, Janl
ice Faye Payne, Freddie
James Rhodes, Dorsey L. San-
ders, Percival Wendell Smith,
James Lee Stewart, Judy King
Taylor, Brenda Mae Terry and
Alfred Otis Williams.
Receiving 4. B. degrees in
English are: Joyce Johnson
Holley, Robert Lee Jones,
Catherine Faye Key. Dave
Neal, John Yancy Odom, An-
nie Lois Wage, Charles Ed-
ward Williams III and Jean
Mosley Wooten.
Recieving B. S. degrees in
mathematics are: Freddie Lee
Barrington, Anderson E. Cook,
Ray Neal Fisher, Vence Ed-
ward Mason.
Receiving B. S. degrees in
business education are: Shirley
Ann Beard. Betty Sue Bennett,
Bernita Benson, Marvel Jean-
ette Bills, Jackson Bond, James
Edward Bradford, Frank Ed
Carver, Betty Joe Childress,
Julius Ceasar Clay, Rosia
Bernetta Cobb, Geraldine
1Cruse, Doris Jean Davis, Ca-
mille Katherline Day, Gwendo-
lyn Hayes Galloway, Mary
Ann Hailiburton, Bertha Etolia
Hamlett. Annie Louise Hollo-
way, Earline Stewart Holman
Sadie E. Hoskins, Johnetta
Jamison, Maybelline Ragland
Young Democrats Plan
Fall Meet In Nashville
The national convention for
the College Young Democrats
will be held in Nashville in
October of 1969. The nation's
College Young Democrats will
convene their annual conven-
tion on Thursday, October 30
and will hold the final meeting
Sunday afternoon, November 2.
Several nationally prominent
Democrats including former
Vice President Hubert Hum-
phrey, Senators Edmund Mus-
kie, Harold Hughes, Fred Har-
ris, and Edward Kennedy, Cali-
fornia Labor leader Caesar
Chavez, Mayors Carl Stokes of
Cleveland and Charles Evers
of Fayette, Mississippi, and
California House Speaker Jes-
se Unruh have been invited to
address the convention to dele-
gates during various parts of
the program.
Mike Murphy of Nashville,
convention chairman, is urg-
ing all CYD's across Tennes-
see to make plans to attend
the convention. College cam-
puses presently without CYD or-
ganizations can form such a
club as soon as posible in or-
der t osend delegates to the
convention.
"This is an honor for the
State of Tennessee,' s2tated
Murphy, "and a great oppor--
tunity for our college people
to participate in an important
part of the political precess
The agenda which is now
been formulated," he explain-
ed, "will offer something for
everyone's special interests.
We are looking forward to an
'eventful convention in Octo-
ber."
Any desiring information on
convention may contact Mike
Murphy care State Democra-




HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO HST PIES TO OH








lege seniors have been award-
ed grants for graduate and
professional study. Scores of
others have received teach-
ing contracts from public
school systems and several
are accepting government and
business offers.
The 99-year-old college's tra-
ditional graduation programs
will be held this weekend with
110 seniors in the line of march.
At the request of the seniors,
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
of the college, will deliver the
baccalaureate sermon at 6
p.m., Sunday, May 25, on
campus in front of Brownlee
Hall. The commencement ad-
dress will be given at 6 p.m.
Monday, May 26, at the same
site by Dr. Frederick D. Pat-
terson of New York City.
The LeMoyne-Owen seniors
who have received grants for
graduate and p rofessional
study are:
JESSE F. JONES, a $5,000
fellowship to the Courant In-
stitute of Mathematical Sci-
ences at New York University
for graduate study leading to
the Ph.D. degree.
EUGENE SPENCER JOHN-
SON, a $3,360 per year assis-
tantship in economics at Iowa
State University.
SANDRA JOYCE BERRY, a
$12,500 scholarship for five
years of study frem the Amer-
ican Fund for Dental Educa-
tion.
ALMA RENE WILLIAMS, a
$4,400 fellowship for graduate
study in American History at
Washington U n iversity, St.
Louis, Mo.
JOHNNIE MAE MILAN,
$3,680 fellowship to Columbia
University for graduate study
in social science.
ROBERT W. WOODARD, a
Teacher Corps grant at South-
ern Illinois University.
• JOY LEA MILLER, a full
tuition and .teaching fellow-
ship in English at Illinois Tech,
Chicago.
MELVIN L. FORD, full tui-
tion and living expenses at
University of Iowa School of
Law.
JESSE F. JONES, who re
ceives his degree from Le
MoyneDwen College next Mon
day evening, has been award
ed a $5,000 math fellowship
to New York University. He
represented the college Sunday
in New York at a Founder's
Day program sponsored by
the LeMoyne-Owen New York
Alumni Club..
' :*
ItIBAND OF HONOR — Keith Johnson,
second from right, Jamaica's ambassador
JONES MAY 19 TRI-STATE 3 col
to the United Nations and last year's
Grand Marshal of the 369th Veterans As-
sociation Memorial Parade) invests his
successor with the riband of authority at in-
stallation ceremonies in Schenley's hospita-
ble conference room. She is Shirley Chis-
holm ei Brooklyn, first Negro woman Con-
gresswoman in U.S history and also the
first woman to lead a major parade down
New York's Fifth Avenue. Attending t h e
ceremony are William K. De Fossett (left),
the national president of the 369th Veter-
ans Association, and host Charles T. WI 1-
hams, vice president of Schenley Distillers
Co. Mrs. Chisholm's recent installation
marked the fourth consecutive year that
Schenley has hosted the Mk event
We make bread




Ii our toney terry togs
Terrific terryoloth turnouts to suit you to a T! Each
one labeled for fun in the sun, the patio, around
the pool, anywhere in the great outdoors! 100%
cotton, of course, to wash a million times and
r ‘fer, never iron. Cooler than cool, superbly
tailored to keep their beautiful shape what-
ever the outing. Sizes 5-13.
A. Solid color terry pant shift in aqua, white col-
lar and cuffs, $16
B. Mini-stripe crop top in aqua and violet. Ribbed
collar, $8
C. Aqua and violet striped bells, $13
D. Wide stripe long sleeve pullover in aqua, mint,
violet and white, S9
E. Solid color aqua bells, $11
Junior World, all three stores
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Hamilton Girl Named
Alternate in Contest
Virginia (Vicki) Floyd, a
high ranking member of the
senior graduating class of
Hamilton High School brought
honor to herself, her family,
her school, and her commu-
nity recently, when she be-
came first alternate in the
Teenager of the Year Contest.
The winners were selected
from 131 outstanding seniors
in high schools of Memphis,
Shelby County, West Tennes-
see, East Arkansas, North
Mississippi, and the Missouri
Bootbill.
Named Teenagers of the
rear were: Lucy Hathorn of
Oxford, Mississippi, and John
Neblett of Forest City, Arkan-
sas. Virginia Floyd of Hamil-
ton High School was named
first alternate and Marta
Richards of St. Mary's Epis-
copal School was second alter-
nate.
Lee Cope of Germantown
High was first alternate and
Sonny Hartzag of Hillcrest
High School was second alter-
nate.
On campus at Hamilton,
Vicki is very popular, ener-
getic, and enthusiastic. She
is academically talented and
has achieved an excellent rec-
ord for herself. She also excels
in service to her school and is
included in many school ac-
tivities. She is second vice-
president of the National Hon-
or Society, Captain of the
ROTC Sponsors and editor of
the school newspaper, The
Wildcat. She holds member-
ship in such organizations as:
The QuiVern Team, Club Dis-
tinction, Les jeunes Dames
Society, Dramatics Club, and
the Science Club.
Honors have been many in
the life of this young lady; she
was named a National Achieve-
ment Scholarship Semi-finalist,
VIRGINIA FLOYD WEST MEMPHIs (ARRIERS — In West
Memphis, Ark., these five boys carry the
received the Good Citizenship TH-State Defender to our readers. From
Award from the Civitan Club
of Memphis. Vicki was elected
Soul of Hamilton in a contest
sponsored by WDIA radio
station, was named Outstand-
ing Senior of the Year by Club
Distinction, and has won third
place in this year's Propeller
Club's Annual Maritime Essay
Contest. Last summer she was
also one of Hamilton's repre-
sentatives to the 1968 session'
of the Volunteer Girls State;
sponsored by the American l
Legion Auxiliary.
Later this month, she Will
be presented as a debutante
by the Kappa Alpha Psi Fra-
ternity at its annual presenta-
tion.
In the fall, she will attend
the University of Missouri at
Columbia, where she will ma-
r in Journalism.
Virginia resides with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Floyd of 1877 Glenview Avenue.
Lockheed To Provide
Jobs For Over 300
BURBANK, Calif. — A 45—
acre industrial park to create1
jobs and provide an improved
economic base for the Watts-
Willowbrook are a in L o s!
Angeles Was dedicated last.
Thursday. May 15.
Heading the list of notables park.
who participated in the pro-
gram were Robert A. Podesta,
assistant secretary for econo-
mic development, U.S. Depart- ment, we expect that 2,400
ment of Commerce; Richard jobs will have been created
Allen, president of the Econo- within the park boundaries and
mic Resources Corporation; an additional 3,600 jobs in the
and Charles S. Wagner. Presi- surrounding community will
dent of Lockheed-California be uspported by increased busi-'
Company.
Lockheed, co-developer of
the community industrial park
concept, will establish the
initial plant on the site, bound-
ed by Alameda Street, Imperial
Highway, Mona Boulevard and
124th Street. Ground breaking
for Lockheed's $2 million plant
will be a part of the May 15
ceremonies.
The ERC is a non-profit cor-
poration supported by $9 mil-
lion in federal funds. Allen, in
outlining the intent of the ambi-
tious new urban project, said
that the program is designed to
impact from several directions
on the economically depressed .
Watts-Willowbrook communi-
ties.
Some features of the unique
project are:
1. To provide meaningful
jobs for the unskilled and
unem ployed.
2. To replace obsolute indus-
trial slums with attractive,
stabel industries.
3. To rebuild the tax base
of the community so that
needed public works can
be completed.
4. To construct and operate
a "Business Development
Center" to give black
businessmen e s s ential
counseling and business
services.
5. To provide loans to quali-
fied minority entrepre-





letes and members of the col-
lege's all-gril drill team and
cheering squad will be honored
at an athletic banquet this Fri-
day evening, May 23.
The event will be held in the
Student Center, starting at 6
o'clock.
The alumni plaque will go
to Willis Taylor, senior basket-
ball center, who has been
drafted by the Philadelphia
76ers.
The athletic department will
present awards to athletes
prominent in basketball, base-




6. To stimulate residential
and commercial develop- I
ment that will both bene-
fit from and serve the
community indu strial
-The employment of 300 by
Lockheed is only the beginning,'
Allen said. "With full develop-
ness activity."
left, they are Cyres Robinson, Johnny Mor-
ris, Percy Robinson, Rusty L. Taylor, Law.
nell Robinson and Jamie L. Thomas.
Memphis Firm To Hire
And Train 15 Jobless
ATLANTA —Southland Beef
& Provision Company, Inc.,,1
Memphis, will hire and train
15 disadvantaged jobless per- 1
sons under the Job Opportuni-
ties in the Business Se cto r,
(JOBS) program, William U.
Norwood, regional manpower
administrator, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, announced to-
day.
Under a Labor Department
contract of $37,380, approved
by Secretary of Labor George
P. Shultz, the participants will
receive 16 weeks' training as
beef boners. After completion
of the training, the trainees
will have permanent, full-time
jobs and earn $4.00 an hour.
The average cost per trainee
for the project is $2.492.
At the same time, projects
were announced to train 920,
other disadvantaged jobless
persons in more than 40 dif-
ferent occupational skills. The,
training will be conducted in
the following cities: New York,
133 trainees; Newark, 20;
Tampa, 100; Philadelphia, 40;
Pittsburgh, 36; Chicago, 83;
Columbus, Ohio, 23; Kansas
City, Mo.. 35; Denver, 2: Dallas
13; San Antonio, 60; Los An-
geles, 304; Oakland, 51; and
San Diego, 20.
The JOBS program is a joint
effort of the U.S. Department'
of Labor and the National A1-1
by private industry and
than 145,900 disadvantaged job-
iPss persons have been hired.
')f this number about 88,000
are still on the job.
The Veterans Administration VAN BUREN, Ark.— Mem-i Rev. M. S. Riley; St. James
Church at Van Buren honored Olive, Vian, Okla.. Rev. J. H.
Rev. J. M. Oliver, Mt.
000 veterans and servicemen 
hers of the New Hope Baptist Baptist,today urged the more than 360,
Raybon, and Quinn Chapel
AME, Rev. G. E. West.
Leading the march of church-
es were the Revs, M. S. Riley
and N. H. McGill.
Members of the pros r a m
committee were Norman
Knight, chairman; Elmer Hol-
lowell, Mrs. Ella Mayes and
Mrs. Lola Brown.
quired monthly in order for A reception in honor of Rev.
the veteran or serviceman to the sermon; Derrick Chapel, and Mrs. Jackson was given in
be paid his monthly VA educa- Rev. J. H. Perry; Mt. Zion: the church dining room follow-
tional assistance allowance. CME, Rev. L. A. Allen; Mt. ing the Sunday service.
The veteran or serviceman is Olive Methodist, Rev. C. Mit-
asked to indicate if there has ehell; Campbell Chapel AME,
ueen a change in his enroll- Rev. C. S. Smith and Zion Alma
ment as shown on the card, or Baptist, Rev. C. A. Woods.
if he terminated enrollment.
To help the VA anticipate
his future educational assist-
ance needs, he is also asked
to check whether he will enroll
in the same program and day were Ninth Street, Rev.
' school for the next period. A. J. Parish; Greater Pilgrim
On the back of the card iOlest, Rev. R. M. Jordan; St.
more a reminder that if the veteran Matthew Baptist Rev. E. Ho-
er serviceman fails to complete well; King Solomon Baptist, ,
' and return the card to the BONDS
VA office indicated on the card 
Rev. Louis McGill; Mt.
Moriah Baptist, Rev. H. H.
he will receive no further
ment from the VA. 
P'Y' McGill; Shiloh Baptist, Rev.
E. M. Smith; First Baptist,
The Secretary of Labor has
resources of private industry Six memphiansset up procedures to enlist the  • A
in providing jobs and training.
Under these procedures, funds
will be provided to help com-
panies offset the cost of re-
cruiting, remedial education,
counseling, on-the-job training;
supportive services such as
minor medical care and tran-
sportation where needed; and
a production differential based
on what an average untrained
disadvantaged worker produc-
es during the training period.
I AM TELLING THIS STORY OF MY LIFE SO OTHERS MAY
BE HELPED THRU GOD AND PRAYER LIKE I WAS SAYS
MR WILI IAM ROSS, 4630 S PRAIRIE AVENUE
June 1971.
The Labor Department will
invest more than $2 million
the projects for the 15 States
to help defray extra costs in-
curred by employers of the
disadvantaged in on-the-job
training and 52 weeks of inten-
sive supportive services.
More than 172.000 job pledges
have been announced to date
1 CHICAGO, ILLINOISI started dr ni r g when I was, nine •en whiskey was killin g me.
I eot;dn't do without liquor I have
•ight children My w:fe pave up
tryin g to he'p me and left me
Thank God I heard about REV,
COSTONIE He assured me Ist0Y-
tar and Jesus never fail. Everyday
I would go to him for prayer. H.
treated me like I was his own son. ,
Now I can't stand the smell o
alcohol REV. COSTON1E says
the whiskey industry gives no
work to our people., Only takes
our money and ruins lives. I me
so many people he has stopped
drinking and helped financially.
Meet me .n person at his church.
5001 Ellis Ave., this Sunday at
1 p m. I have joined the choir. Mr. William RatsIf you need prayer. do like I did. Call WA 4-4969 for an appointment
or write to him 927 East 47th Street. Chicago, Illinois 60653.
927liance of Businessmen to find
He added that the total 6,000 jobs for 614,000 disadvantag-
jobs would result in an annual ed jobless persons in 125 of
payroll of $43 million, with the the Nation's largest cities by
park producing markets worth -
$60 million annually and yield-
ing $9 million in yearly taxes.
Lockheed's portion of the
park will cover six and one-
half acres. • or Opout 14 per-
cent of the total' site. It will
include a 100,000 -sq.-ft. plant,
parking area, and landscaping.
With maximum employment
the plant will have an annual




























E. 474 STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
THINKING OF
MMENNaMagff
























WE HAVE A GOOD SUPPLY OF FUSCIA, COPPER PLANTS & LANTANA
THOUSANDS OF OTHER BEAUTIFUL ITEMS TO SELECT FROM ... ALL
COMPETIVELY PRICED, -
Visitors Always Welcome to Browsed
EDMOND ORME
GREE
NURSERY & LANDSCAPE CO., INC.
2 872 AIRWAYS OUT BY THIL (411PORT
Open Doily & Sundays 8 A.M. to .5 P.M.
§14
U.S. SAVINGS
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Year Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Totems*
espoiseny maw Whet Yea Ask foe And
Creates Whet Yam Think Or
Asimmilmmonlib
Attendance Van Buren Ministerl 
Cards Sought
From Veterans And Wife Are Honored
pow enrolled in the nation's
Colleges and universities under
the Post-Korean G.I. Bill to
complete and return VA certi-
fication of attendance cards as
soon as possible.
Now sent to college-level G.I.
Bill trainees only once during
each enrollment period, the
certification WRS formerly re
To Graduate
At Stillman
Six seniors from Memphis,
Tenn., are among the 137 can-
didates for degrees at the 93rd
annual C o m mencement at
Stillman College on June 1.
Stillman, founded in 1876 as
an agency of the Presbyterian
Church, U.S., is an accredited
111)&111 arts college at Tusca-
loosa, Ala.
The c andidates for degrees
are Joe E. Ashton, Errol John-
son, Tommie Patricia Green,
Stennis B. Trueman, Delores






With $5 Additional Purchase
And Coupon Below
their pastor and wife, the Rev.
and Mrs. W. H. Jackson, on
their sixth anniversary in serv-
ices lasting there from May
16-18.
Guest churches and their pas-
tors, participating in services
on Friday night were Mission
Point, whose pastor, the Rev.
Joseph Carey, Jr., delivered
blaster of ceremonies was Buy
the Rev. L. A. Allen.
Guests churches and pastors











Start Today To &ad
A Complete Set
of This Lovely
Old:swore. . See The
Big Display AT









Wish this oevtor_t_ & ss.o0











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Booker T.- Playing It By
Ear, and From The Heart
I 







































































 they react like little boys,



































Steve Cropper's nimble fingers stir
the strings o
n
























 to reach the top."




































































































































































































































































































































































 Jones, Jr. tends to b
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going to school to-
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obviously different, Said Booker, "It
really is a
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Rick -Taylor joins the WDIA news staff after
working at stations in Los Angeles and Mo-













while attending Los Angeles City College and
The University of Southern California. Taylor










when 'DIA'S Public 
Relations 
nirector A C.
"Moohoh" Williams lectured at his school,
“Mr. Williams provided me with the incentive
to become a professional broadcaster and he
along with Trent Wood, has been my greatest
influence.'Icsylor worked with other radio stet-
ions in Memphis, and become the first Negro
to join the news staff of a Memphis television
station. H
e
 was a film editor and co-writer of
a 
major Mid-South 
newscast. The former Air






more solid contribution to WDIA'S million and




developments. Taylor finds that producing his
own News Specials for 'WDIA is quite a crea-
tive stimulant.
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A New Battle
Some Negro civil rights leaders
seem confused about the turn of
events as reflected in the black stu-
dents struggle for identity and rec-
ognition in the academic commun-
ity. The fight has shifted from street
demonstrations against residential
segregation, public school racial im-
balance and employment bias to the
teaching of Negro studies and de-
cision-making participation.
The shift has wrestled away from
the old-time strategists the leader-
ship in which they had basked for
at least a decade. They are now reg-
istering their resentment either by
silence or by fatuous broadsides. The
schism is not born out of misunder-
standing. The obvious cause is that
the black power movement trans-
cends the intellectual capacity and
moral fortitude of the old, decrepit
leadership.
Nowhere is this more painfuliy
accentuated than in the case of Bay-
ard Rustin, long-time civil rights
leader who organized the 1963
March on Washington. He says that
the colleges are taking a cheap way
out by agreeing to Negro students'
demands for black studies programs.
Rustin, who is now executive di-
rector of the A. Philip Randolph
Institute, is a man of uncommon
ability and. talents. And more than
any other civil rights leaders of
the old school, he has, in addition
to a brilliant intellect, a sense of
history. It is therefore the more in-
comprehensible that a man of his
Front
mental capacity should not be able
to comprehend the impulse that pro-
duces both the campus disruptions,
even in their violent form, and the
concessions yielded by the college
administrators.
Specifically, the demand for black
studies as an integral part of the
academic curriculum, has relevancy
in view of t h e ominous silence
maintained by white historians and
textbook writers on the role played
by the black man in the upbuilding
of the New World.
Surely, Rustin must be aware of
how the Negro has been shortchang-
ed in the historical account of the
rise of the American civilization. If
university presidents have yielded
to the demands for black studies it
is more out of a sense of guilt of
their failure to include Negro his-
tory as an inescapable academic dis-
cipline than as a reaction to pres-
sure.
At any rate the inclusion of the
black studies programs in the cur-
ricula of hundreds of colleges and
universities is no occasion for cavil.
On the contrary, it should be view-
ed as a sign of progress, as a tre-
mendous leap into unchanging real-
ity.
The end result may well be a
better estimate of t h e Negro's
worth as a citizen, as a human
being. The process may sharpen the
black man's perspective of his own
intrinsic value in the ebb and flow
of the American society.
Judge Marshall Speech
Associate Justice Thurgood Mar-
shall's address to Dillard Univer-
s it y's centennial convocation in
which he emphasized law and order,
provided no intellectual light to an
academic community embroiled in
the complex tensions of the most be-
wildering period of American uni-
versity life.
The critics of the campus upris-
ings have begun to soften their
harsh judgments. They now realize
that the quest for objective truth,
for meaningful perticipation in the
democratic process epitomizes t h e
students' agitation for a place be-
sides classroom appointments in the
academic community.
Members of the Student for a
Democratic Society (SOS) have been
scorched for their lack of objectiv-
ity. It is a criticism based on a mis-
interpretation of the fundamental
premise oil which the SOS gives ex-
pression to its convictions. The SDS
is at the core of the ferment for
change, for decision-sharing respon-
sibility and for an intellectual re-
orientation of life on the campus.
There is, however, not a single
dissent among college administra-
tors as to the justification for the
black students' demands for black
studies, for larger black represen-
tation both on the teaching faculty
and among the student-body. Most
college Presidents, though deploring
violence, show not only sympathy
but approval of black students' at-
tempts to extend the limits of aca-
demic knowledge and to bring into
focus the black man's role in the
unfolding of the civilzation of the
New World.
These black students are opening
up new frontier; of learning which
American colleges and universities ̀
had intentionally forsaken. It is a
gap that would never have been
bridged by persuasive rhetoric alone.
America is accustomed to v i o-
lence. The nation was born out of
violence. And it took a bloody civil
war to end slavery. So, to castigate
the black students for their mili-
tancy in the pursuit of justice and
opportunity for the tribe is an un-
forgivable myopia in the light of
progress already achieved in the
readjustment of values and priori-
ties.
Mr. Justice Marshall must not
forget that he got to the Supreme
Court on the reputation he had
built as a successful defender of
civil rights. That he had won more
cases before the Court than any
other lawyer who had ever appear-
ed before that high tribunal is a
testimony of both his skill as a
pleader for justice and his knowl-
edge of the historical circumstances
that lead to the demonstrative strug-
gle for the privileges vouchsafed by
the Constitution.
For him to associate black mili-
tancy with anarchy is an absurd
comparison unworthy of a percep-
tive jurist. Of course, proper inter-
pretation of the black insurgency in
its true historical perspective re-
quires a degree of intellectual hon-
esty that most critics of the move-
ment do not possess.
Mr. Marshall would have been
placed in a better light, had tie
chose to trace the dolorous road
through which the American black
man had travelled in the painful
effort to become a part of the estab-
lishment and the legal outlook for
exploring the unfinished business of
freedom and equality in the context
of the democratic processes.
ECHOES FROM THE PAST
MY VIEW
College Violence Bothers Me
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
I can understand much of what I
think is bothering students today. I
really believe that if the war in Vietnam
came to a close today, some of the un-
rest on the college campuses would
close. The Vietnam war is not a popu-
lar war. Four presidents, Eisenhower,
Kennedy, J o h n-
son and now Nix-
on, have not been
able to spell out
in clear and con-
vincing language
what we are
fighting for i n
Vietnam. As I see
it, we are trying
to contain Com-
munism and to
keep all Asia from going Communist.
We are also trying to save face. If we
pull out of Vietnam, the government
feels we would lose prestige in the eyes
of the world and nations would not trust
us anymore. I think students are right
when they argue for a more relavant
curriculum and for a larger voice in ad-
ministering the affairs of the college.
These things I can understand and sup-
port.
But I do not understand it when
students resort to violence, set fire to
buildings, and threaten to burn down all
the buildings on a campus if what they
demand is not forthcoming. Lets be
specific. There are six institutions that
make up the Atlanta University Center.
They are independent institutions but
the amount of cooperation that goes on
among them is indeed impressive. No-




Dr. 0. S. Onabanjo, my learned friend from Ni-
geria who is studying race relations in the U.S., -call-
ed me from Atlanta Sunday. He took me to task for
not putting the new movement of the black militants
regarding "reparations" from white
church groups in its "proper perspec-
tive."
"Your black radical leaders," Dr.
Onabanjo said with a note of impatience
in his voice, "are still merely fascinated
with the warts on the face of the prob-
lem. Treating one wart at a time is not
enough. You Americans think in terms
of gimmicks rather than in terms of
basic programs."
I asked Dr. Onabanjo to explain this point. I al-
so asked him if he had any objections to my record-
ing his telephone conversation. He laughed and said:
"You lived in Washington so long, I assumed you
were recording it."
Anyway, here is how Dr. Onabanjo sees the sit-
uation: "You know, Louis, that no basic changes in
the power structure will result from the payment of
`reparations' by white churches or even by the gov-
ernment itself. You blacks could use the money, to
be sure, but the basic system or structure of second-
class citizenship could remain untouched."
He paused for a moment and continued: "Your
people must think more seriously about creating the
kind of society in which you are not eternally beg-
ging. Your people use the phrase 'black power' but
appearently you do not understand the meaning of
'power.'
"True economic power comes only when you are
on the producing end. Sooner or later cash handouts
are spent and if you have not learned to generate
economic power, you will remain a beggar. The plight
of the American Indians who have been getting "rep-
body has done enough study up to now arations' for years should warn you that unless you
to say which will bring the best quality learn to generate economic power, you will be walking
of education, a complete merger or more down a dead end street."
cooperation. And yet when we were in s useless to try to interrupt Dr. Onabanjo when
carcerated under locks and chains April he gets going, and he continued: "The simplest and
18 and 19 a student who knows nothing quickest way for you blacks to get your hands on
about what is involved told us that we some meaningful power is to exploit your political
will merger the six institutions or every potential. Power in your society is built on votes and
building would be burned to the ground. money. Money alone is not sufficient. Politically you
He said in five years not a building blacks represent, as you once said, a sleeping giant.
would be standing if we didn't merge.
"You will note that a black man was elected
More recendy, a student walked in- mayor of a predominately white city in North Caro-
to a president's office and insisted that lina, Chapel Hill, last week. I suppose this has little
he go out on the campus and declare significance to the blacks in the North. Yet the true
himself on Vietnam. He threatened to revolution in your society is already underway in the
burn the buildings down. A Science South."
building was burned down at Lane Col- At this point, Dr. Onabanjo cautioned, "Now fol-
lege. An effort was made to burn down low closely on what I am about to say. Do you know
the Danforth Chapel on the Morehouse that your country is not really being run by President
Campus. A fire was set to the Reading Nixon? The real power in Washington is the power in
Center here in Atlana University Cen- the hands of the coalition of the Dixiecrats and the
ter. Efforts to burn down buildings have conservative Republicans in the U. S. Congress.
taken place on several college campuses. "You cannot get a dime out of the U. S. Treasury
if this coalition does not agree. This coalition holds
The militant black students say
they love being black and are proud of 
the purse strings of the entire government."
what black people have. The black stu-
Dr. Onabanjo paused longer than usual and con-
tinued: "Just imagine what would happen in Wash-dents may not believe it but the Negro
private colleges are not dominated by ington if black votes in the South were able to pene-
white people. The black colleges are the 
trate and ultimately knock off the Dixiecrat bloc in
only places in education where Negroes 
the Congress. Already the rising tide of black votes
do have control. They do not control the 
in the South is having its effect on Southern politics.
tax supported public schools. They do 
"This is the moment when your black leaders
not control a single one of the white col-
should be beating the bushes, as you Americans say,
leges and universties. Why do they want
registering the millions of unregistered black voters
to destroy that which is more nearly in the deep South and giving 
them political educa-
theirs than anything else except black 
tion. You can elect black Congressmen from almost
churches and black businesses that every state in the Deep South and 
frighten Dixiecrat
black people own? Some black students incumbents enough to force 
many of them to sing a
are threatening to burndown black 
col_ different tune in Congress."
leges but they are not threatening to Dr. Onabanjo asked rhetorical questions: "Do
burn down white colleges. Why? you know the 
reason you have no teeth in the ctvil
rights laws you get from the federal government?
Do you know why hundreds of thousands of tax dol-
lars are given to plantation owners for not farming
their land and black farm workers are idle and forced
to flee to the big cities?
"That Dixiecrat-Republican coalition that runs
the government is the answer. Your black radicals,
militants, and moderates have no basic program for
breaking up this coalition. Yet you have the potential
political power to do it."
Interrupting Dr. Onabanjo, I asked him about
the white backlash. He answered almost before I
could put the question. He said: "That is why I men-
tioned the black mayor victory in Chapel Hill, N. C.
There are enough liberal or moderate whites that will
join an intelligent black movement to break up the
power of the racist Dixiecrats. Poor whites suffer too.
You blacks can even give them leadership.
"You must remember that Congressmen are
elected from districts and in many of these districts




What does it mean to
have pride in being black"
Di it basically just a cage
of having pride in having
pride?
What can be the enduring
importance of a pride bas-
ed only on race, or color,
or some other natural attri-
bute which one had no part
In creating?
Race or color, along with
having two legs, or ten
fingers, or one nose, are
just brute natural fact, of-
fering no sound basis for
pride on the part of their
owner, since he had no al-
ternative in whether be re-
ceived these attributes or.
not.
No doubt one would con-
sider it an absurdity to ex-
tol and exclaim a great
pride in having two ears.
The object of the exhalta
tion would seem hardly
worth the bother. Yet there
does not seem to be any
fundamental diff erence.
that would make the lauda
tion of "black" any more
praise-worthy than glori-
fying the possession of two
ears. or a nose.
In either case the pride
would be in something
which the proud one had
no part in creating. The
pride would not reflect any
contribution to the object of
the pride by the proud one.
Such a pride can never be
a fullfilling one.
But just as pride in pos-
sessing a natural attribute,
which one had no creative
part in. is pallid, enuous,
and unfullfilling, so a pride
In accomplishment can be
richly justifiable.
If a man runs the 100
yard dash in 9.4 seconds,
he can well afford pride
He has taken his natural
attributes which were given
to him free of charge so
to speak, and he has creat-
ed a foundation for pride
firmly set in effort and ac-
complishment.
He has taker. that which
he had nothing to do with
(physical c is s racteristies
which he has in common
with countless other hninans
including race, and he has
added the extra and over
that is necessary to record
an accomplishment truly
worthy of pride.
Of course it is not neces-
sary that one run 100 yards
In 5.4 seconds to establish
a foundation of pride. The
kinds and number of actions
and situations that can vali-
date pride are as countless
AS the opportunities that
creative use of one's natur-
al attributes and capacities
can be put to.
The important thing is
that in all cases, worthy
pride requires that some-
thing must be done to im-
plement or rearrange what
is naturally given. To be
born black is no more de-
serving of pride than to be
born any other color, Woo-
fer as one tries to take
some kind of credit for
what just is.
The key to meaningful
pride is in the use o n e
makes of one's natural at-
tributes, not in the aware-
ness of those attributes.
./ )WILLIAM SIMPSON
white help. The point is that you -have to use your
head and study these districts and get the blacks
registered and educate them politically, You are not
going to get black power without working for it. No-
body is giving anything away."
Our telephone connection wa broken temporar-
ily, and when I got him on the phone again, he said:
"Put what I said in that column of yours and remem-
ber that removing R wart from the face of your prob-
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krt Gilliam Is Vesper
Speaker For Hamilton
Hamilton High School pre-
?Med its 24th annual vesper
.,!rvices, Sunday, May 11, at
p.m. The featured speaker;
•r the occasion was Art Gil-)
am, a former Hamiltonian
ud well-known figure in our
ty.
The program had as its
leme: "The Stepping Stones
Success."
Mr. Gilliam, a very impres-
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ger and assistant actuary al.
the Universal Life Insuranet
Co., of Memphis. A new local
television personality, he is a
newscaster for WMC-TV.
Active in community affairs
Mr. Gilliam is vice-president of
Frontiers International - a
ART GILLIAM
service club, and treasurer of
the Dixie Homes Goodwill
Boy's Club. He is a member
of the Mississippi Boulevard
Christian Church where Elder
Blair T. Hunt is the pastor.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Gilliam Sr., he was ob-
tained as speaker by Miss
Martha P. Flowers, twelfth
grade English teacher who
served as chairman of the
vesper services.
Student participants of the
program were Linda McCoy,
Susie Hodge, Karen Sanders,
and Chew Shannon.
0. J. Johnson is principal
at Hamilton High and M. Wil-
kerson serves as the assistant
principal.
MR. AND MRS. DAVIE F. FRAZIER are
seen cutting cake during the recent cele-
bration of their golden wedding anniver-
sary. The lavish affair was held in t Ii e
home of their daughter and son•in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert H. Cliism of 2884 Yale
Internal Revenue Plans
ave. Assisting were their other children,
Louis C. Frazier, Levi Frazier, Ler o y
Frazier and Mr. and Mrs. William Frazier.
Serving as hostesses were the couple's
granddaughters. Miss Beatrice Fraiier and
Miss Jacqueline Chism.
Compliance Survey Here
A "compliance survey" ei filed.
many Memphis business firms
to determine if they are filing
all required Federal tax re-
turns will begin soon, the In-
ternal Revenue Service said
this week.
District Director James A.
O'Hara said the survey will
take about three months to
complete and will be conducted
by Revenue Officers. A cross
section of non-farm businesses
will be checked to see if all







The graduates "69 request your presence du ring
the school closing activities. •
Spring Formal, invitations only, Night, Night Club,
May 22, 1969.
Senior Class Day, 11 A.M. school auditorium.
Baccul orate, May 25, 1969, St. John Baptist,
Church, 640 Vance Avenue, Time 11 A.M. Rev.
A.M. Williams.
Commencement. May 26, 1969 MT. Olive CMF.
Church, SI eaker, Rev. Blair T. Hunt - Time 7 p.m.
Curtis Green, Dean; Cremolia Sims & Dorothy Hil-
lard, reporters,
00061NMr.Louis Dalrymyle, known to his friends
as "Chief" because of his Indian heritage, now
with John Ellis Chevrolet, solicits the trade of the Negro

















Call "Chief" today at Ellis Chevrolet and he will arrange







DOWN PAYMENT net necessary if qualified
JOHN EWS CHEVROLET CO.
Mr. O'Hara said the current
survey is not designed to de-
termine whether returns are
accurate but only whether all
required returns are filed. The
survey will also be used to
check the completeness of the
IRS Master File of business
taxpayers.
More businesses comply con-
scientiously with the tax laws,
Mr. O'Hara said. However, he
added, these laws are com-
plex, and some business tax-
payers may not be fully aware
of all the tax returns which
apply to their particular busi-
ness operations. These may
include returns covering in-
come, withholding, social se-
curity, and a variety of mis-
cellaneous excise taxes.
"Compliance surveys" Mr.
O'Hara said, are a continuous
part of the regular IRS pro-
gram to maintain high levels
of taxpayer complaince.
Most of the delinquencies
brought to light will be. the re-
sult of honest misunderstand-
ing and oversight. But the rare
instances of flagrant abuse
which may be discovered will,
of course, be dealt with ac-







In January, when the Gov-
ernor presented his budget
message to the joint session
of the legislature, I was most
pessimistic about the prospects
for education these next two
years.
To say that our legislators
took on the responsibility of
leadership is a great under-
statement. We in education
can't say enough about what
they have done for our stu-
dents and us. We certainly
hope the public is aware
of the steps forward their ef-
forts have moved education
for Memphis children.
To the news media, the par-
ents groups, and all citizens
who spoke out on the behalf
of education's needs, may I ex-
press sincere gratitude.









YOUNG MODEL - Showing off casual wear in the Fash-
ion Show and Tea sponsored recently by the Master Bar-
bers Association is Miss Tempie Delois King, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. T. Herbert King of 301 Honduras Cove. She
is a ninth grade student and president of her class at Gett-
er High School, and attends Central Music School. Her
father is a widely-known barber.
0Ic1 Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
Benjamin Banneker (1731-1806)
A Negro
put theWhite House where it is
One of George Washington's
favorite projects appeared to be
ruined. Running the U.S. out of Phil-
adelphia, Washington dreamed of a
new capital for his fledgling nation.
To design the new city, he appointed
a committee headed by Major
L'Enfant.
L'Enfant was brilliant-but tem-
peramental. After months of wran-
gling, the stormy major packed his
plans and quit. Which seemed to stop
planning dead.
But Washington's problem was
solved when he found that one com-
mittee member, Benjamin Banneker,
had closely followed the plans and
was able to lay out Washington City
very nearly the way L'Enfant had
originally intended.
As the only man able to salvage
the months of planning, Banneker
proved himself most valuable of the
entire committee. With a new chair-
man, he played a key role in locating
sites for the Treasury, the Capitol
and the White House.
What made Banneker's feat more
amazing was the fact that he had
much less schooling than his white
counterparts. In an era when most
American Negroes were slaves, Ban-
neker demonstrated that as free men,
blacks as well as whites could make
significant contributions to the U.S.
Grandson of a slave, and largely
self-educated, Benjamin Banneker
showed early signs of genius. At 22 he
built the first American-made clock-
out of wood. Later he wrote alma-
nacs, which required precise astro-
nomical ability, as well as broad
knowledge of the era.
Famous as he was for scientific
feats, Banneker might best be remem-
bered as one of the first Negroes to
write in the cause of racial equality.
His bold letter to Thomas Jefferson,
then Secretary of State, was one of the
day's best arguments for Abolition.
Banneker spent his twilight years
entertaining visitors drawn by his
fame as scientist and sage. He was
known as a key man who made Wash-
ington what it is. And as one of the
most Ingenious Americans of his era.
-4SH
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Twenty years ago,we dreamed of a camera.
We dreamed of a camera so simple,
it would make picture-taking almost
as easy as opening your eyes.
We dreamed of a camera that would
let you see a moment—anywhere, in any
light—and own it, 60 seconds later, in
a big color print more beautiful than
any you've ever taken.
A camera priced so low that just
about everybody could afford one.
It seemed almost impossible.
Today, Polaroid announces that
camera: the totally new Colorpack II.
With an electric eye and an elec-
tronic shutter that set the exposure
automatically.
Now picture-taking is a
A beautifully sharp 3-element lens.
An ingenious viewfinder that
makes it easy to judge distances.
It uses flashcubes, so you can shoot
four fast pictures in a row.
It uses pack film (color or black-and-
white) so you can load in seconds.
All this at a staggeringly low price.
Some dreams come true.
Polaroid announces
the all-new Colorpack II
95








"There is no excellence with-
out great labor." W. C. Handy.
A regal and emotion-fUd 
W. C. (Irma LoaIse) Ilatt.
dy quoted her renowned hus-
band Saturday as she spoke to
LAMA LEE LAWS
the officers and guests of the
American Society of Compos
ere, Authors and Publishers at
their luncheon honoring the W
C. Handy family in the Vene-
tian Room of the Sheraton-Pea-
body Hotel.
Other members of the Handy
!family attending the luncheon
and receiving albums of the
United States postage com-
memorating the "Father of the
Sines" were his daughter. Mrs.
Catherine Handy Lewis; his
brother Charlie Heady, and his
sister, Mrs. Maggie Handy
Robinson all from New York.
They were accompanied here
by a friend, Mrs. Marjorie
Henderson. Mrs. Joseph (Dot)
Westbrook whose late sister,
Marjorie was married to Wyer,
a son of the late composer,
was also seated with them at
the luncheon.
Mrs. Handy was the house
guest of Dr. and Mrs. R. Q.
Venson.
Other guests attending the
luncheon and festivities pre-
ceding were Stanley Adams,
President of ASCAP, and Ken.
GET AHEAD
NOV
Are you going to school or back to school in the fall? Get
ahead or just brush up on your studies this summer.
What kind of job will you return to this fall? Go to school
this summer (education pays.)
The University of Tennessee will offer 4-weeks, 5-weeks
and 10-weeks summer classes in its Downtown Memphis
Center and at Whitehaven High School.
The different subject areas are listed below. Find what will
help you; then call or write the Downtown Memphis Center
for a complete schedule.
Mail-in registration will be now through May 30th. In-






















































THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS CENTER
Goodwyn Institute Buildiny
127 Madison A 
Memphis, Tennessee 38103













, netit A. Housman, assistant
U. S. Postmaster General who
also quoted the black man who
made Memphis famous, "Life
is something like this trumpet
U you don't put anything into
It, you don't get anything out
And that's the truth."
Of course no affair honoring
the great composer would be
complete without the presence
of his confidant, the eloquent
statesman, Lt. George W. IA*,
who was master of ceremonies
and who for many years
brought the famed musician
back to Memphis for his "Sines'
Bowl" games And then there
were the rollicking tunes pro-
vided by the Memphis Beale
Black Extravaganza ... Fas-
cinating, supurb...superiatives
'fail us as we recall the week-
end presented by the Black Stu-
dent Association of Memphis
State University on the campus.
Activities included an Afro and
Afro-American Fashion Show
in the University Center
Lounge, a Talent Show where
talent and beauty flourished
and where citations were pre-
sented to several students,
Dr. Marion "Laurie" Sugar.
men, their advisor and Dr. H.
Ralph Jackson, Co-Chairman of
COME, a staunch supporter of
the students giving financial
aid to their plight when they
were jaded; a Carnival and a
Dance and Coronation Ball
where beauteous statuesque
Claudia Conner was crowned
"Miss BSA."
It was a thrilling experience,
for us to witness the talent,
show. We have always contend-
ed that the shouting or saying!
or the expressions "Black Is
Beautiful," "Soulforce" and'
"Black Power" go much deep-
er than just mouthing of the
words. This was evidenced by
the candidates for "Miss BSA".
One candidate was so emotion-
ally overcome when she gave
her view on blackness that for
a while it appeared she might
not be able to go on.
We thought it resembled a
sensitivity session in a fashion'
— gave the contestants an op-
portunity to express and show
off black beauty to an audi-
ence who welcomed the oppor-
tunity to relish, and be proud
of blackness.
congrats to the Black Stu-
dent Association of Memphis
State University for providing
us the occasion for such a re-
warding experience.
James Mock and Janice
Jones were commentators par
excellence, and made an at-
tractive pair in the African
garb. Even Dean Parrish wore
a Dashiki for the occasion
when he came out to present
the citations for the BSA.
Jesse Turner Testimonial
. . . there's still time to pur-
chase tickets to the dinner
honoring Jesse Turner Thurs-
day night in the Continental
Room of the Sheraton-Peabody
Hotel. He is immediate Past
President of the local NAACP
and a vice chairman of the
National Board of Directors of
the NAACP. Roy Wilkins, Exec-
utive Secretary of the NAACP
will be speaker for the occa-
sion. Co-Ette Graduation Din-
ner . . . While we're talking
about dinners, don't forget
Congresswoman Shirley (his-
(Mrs. George) Clarke and
Eleanor (Mrs. Garmer) Currie
with guest Velma Leis Jones.
Other Flamingoes enjoying
the beautiful atmosphere and
warmth of friendship were
Viarllese ( M ra. Thaddeus)
Herne, Jean (Mrs. Robert)
Yarbrough, Mary (Mrs. How-
ard) Robertson, and Jessie
(Mrs. Willie) Presley along
with guests Annie (Mrs. Euler-
sea) Able and Elsie (Mrs. Mel-
vin) Malunda.
Lucy Jackson played the
swan song for the PATS and Some of the Pine Bluff Links
entertained them in the Cof. who have friends here are
fee Room of the Lorraine Mo. Marguerite ( M r s. Charles
tel. Here they dined together "So")
SAPeaa" andrmwith Augustasfor the last time this season on in
baked chicken, string beans, s10PRezdddwie mahoisi 
(Mrs. Robert)
the sister rtof)
wild rice, hot rolls, iced tea, Link
. Ratcliffe and aunt of Linkcoffee and ice cream for des
sort before settling down to the Roberta Ratcliffe, Dena (Mrs.
bridge






es for Basel Lee, one of those le
battery o p erated manicure Harold Phipps who for many
sets Euralia Fletcher, a show- years managed the Phythian
er set . . . cap and shoes and Hotel in Hot Springs, Rachel
Mollie Fields, a pink tote bag. (Mrs. Lawrence) Davis, her
Bidding adieu until next mate's the President of Arkan-
bridge season were Ezell* sas State College; Martha
Parks, Wilheimein Thompson, (Mrs- Harold) Flowers, her
Julia Woodard and Thelma hubby is the famous NAACP
Miller. lawyer; Casa Lawler, Adele
Fellece Sawyer was guest ! Matthews, Mildred Anderson,
and captured a gold lipstick I and Corrie Jarrett, cousin of
holder. Link Jewel Hulbert.
Mrs. Clarence Pape, chose Evelyn Harper, Regional Di-
Robilio's to fete the Plains rector was there to install
tWheatley members. Mrs. Lau- he chapter. Mallie Russell
rence Patterson won the prize is President of the new chap.
SATURDAY MAY 24, 1969
helm will be the speaker at the went from across the country
Ce-Ette Graduation Dinner to Chicago to the fabuloUt
Friday Jana IL at the Holiday week-end planned for them by
Ian Southeast which is located Helen and Dr. Theodore R. N.
in Holiday City. Be generous Howard. They unveiled their
luv, when the little darlings fabulous Safari Room which
ask you to buy tickets. Me- houses mounted wild game
thinks it would be an excel-Ilse/god by Dr. Howard and
lent project for some of our their son, Barrett in East A/-
organizations to purchase tick-' nog, Alaska, Canada and
kets to the dinner and give , Guatemala,
, them to some of our youth, The Hawards received more
with us. 
a historical occasion!than one thousand guests Inand we invite you to share it!their home, safari manor. The
week-end included a lavish buf-
' Coterie Whirl • • • Wilma . fet dinner dance and an openagn. Loosnedi Campbell chose house where large canopies
beautiful kitchen linen as the. were sit up on the lawn and
lure for the superb bridge I guests partook of succulent
played at her meeting of the barbecued ribs and chicken,Flamingoes and the Living i potato salad and slaw and
Room as her setting. ' other delicious et ceteras ac
Chalking up high scores and companies by a variety of pot-
claiming a m (Mrs.in thepnretys e) a 
Wweestr, Vera' 
ab ,Tlehse•
Howards are well known
here and used to throw bashes
at their Mound Bayou home-
stead to which Memphians
flocked. She was the first Pres-
ident of the Memphis Links.
And speaking of the Links
Alma (Mrs. Phillip) Booth and
Augeota (Mrs. Harry T.) Cash
went over to Pine Bluff over
the week-end where the Pine
Bluff Links were installed. Fes-
tivities included a luncheon at
the Ambassador Hotel and a
Luau dinner at the home of
Mrs. Leath. Molette.
a beautiful centerpiece of fruit.
Members of this coterie are
Mrs. Harry T. Cash, Mrs. Pe-
ter M. Jones, Mrs. R. S. Lewis,
Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite, Mrs.
W. W. Gibson, Miss Allison
Vance, Mrs. Frederick Rivers,
who was absent because of the
illness of her mother, Mrs.
U. L. Mayfield, Mrs. B. Juliam
Smith, Mrs. C. M. Roulhac,
Mrs. A. W. Willis, Miss Mattie
Bell, Mrs. Annabelle Alleyne
Miss Emma Crittenden, Mrs
Marietta Craigen and also
giving rise to the absentee list
were Mrs. Eleanor Ogelsby and
Mrs. Hollis F. Price.
Chit Chat . . ; Elise and Ted
Branch had their second son,1
Terance dedicated to the serv-
ice of God and the church at
their church, Rock of Ages
Baptist Church with the pastor,
the Rev. W. T. Grafton officiat-
ing.
Jewel and Jimmy Hulbert
and Harriett and A. Mace*
Walker and their Candy were
among the many guests whol
ter. Their sponsoring chapter






IC iwat 17 imieutes
el how . . eves
dull, faded hair be-
comes younger looking,
dark and lustrous, radiant
with highlights. STRAND
Hair Colorms won't rub a
or wash out. Safe with Me
IllanentS. too. Try STRAND,
ONLY 98*
STRAND HAIR COLORINS
Cholas of 5 natural shades
Jet Blaeli—Black--Dark BMW
Medium Brows —Light MU&
Ask for it at ilroutlat
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Hand Made Wig $39"






Afro Bush Wig (Very Full)  $2495
THE AFRO WIG COMES IN (4) COLORS
EXPERT STYLING $3.50
BA* AME PICARD L AY -A-WAY MASTER CHARGE
hometown Jersey City, New
Jersey, last week on another
mission of sorrow • . . this
time to bury her father, Fred-
erick Sturdivant. We recall
that she
Congrats to Dr. Halls F.
Price, President of Leiloyas-
Owen College who has been
named by the Governor to
serve as a member of the
Tennessee Education Council.
home twice before wait" the
last few years to bury rela-
tives, an aunt and a brother.
Her mother, Mrs Sturdivant
has been recuperating here
And Tillie (Mrs. Harold) from an illness sinee "Ild
Fikaluai soared oft to her was unable to *timid her hus-
band's funeral. Harold, who is
President of Odes Protective
Life Insurance Company Ass
in Chattanooga spealdni-jir
the company but flew to Jar-
boe bad to returei sey to Join Tillie.
cJ
J DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274-2061.
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALI. • 398-0064
01•.•
4.1•••
downtown • union awl=
aomtisland until —..
fashion specialists in use. •"'""





lovely full figure bra of
nylon lac* with hidden *
uplift ... Lycra spandex
sides and adjustable strops=






panty girdle . . . so soft
.and lightweight it has
the feel of luxurious
lingeri• . . . yet with
lots of control in its ny-
lon and Lycra Spandex
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TUSICBGEE MILITARY QUEEN — Shar-
ing the spotlight at the recent ROTC Ball
at Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Ala., were
the above three lovelies who were crown-
ed queens. The girls, from left to right
are, Lynda S. Brinson, Fort Valley, Ga.,
"Miss Army ROTC;" Bettye J. Mc(jinni
Brimingham, A 1 a., "M I s s ROTC;" and
Beryl Williams, Cairo, Ga., "Miss Air Force
ROTC." It. Col. Robert W. Everett, left,
professor of military science and Lt. Col.
Herbert Carter, right, professor of air sci-
ence, give their approval.
JAM SESSION — Even though the St. Louis Cardinals
haven't been setting the baseball world on fire during the
early part of the season the National League champions
haven't lost their zest for fun. Above 'Vada Pinson, left.
and Jim Hicks get in a few licks on musical instruments
before the start of a recent game against the San Diego
Padres in St. Louis.
UNDER ARREST — Madison, Wisconsin
Alderman Eugene Parks shows his disgust
as he is placed under arrest during distur-
hances that broke out at the University of
Wisconsin campus area recently. The black
community leader was one of about 60 per-
sons arrested after police broke up a street
dance.
BARE IS BEAUTIFUL — "In-est" fashions for summer
outs at the Hipline and a pared-down, skimpy bodice. Its
good looks depend on perfect fit, a fit best attained by
making it at home. The jacquard cotton print has t h
firmness that makes the shape clean-cut and beautiful.
Bright gold and white, It is one of the exclusive new Ha-
waiian prints created for Singer Stores where fabrics are
sold. The pattern, McCall's 9785, may be found there too.
2
6
RI RN MORTGAGE — In celebration of Senior Citizens
Month at the 20th anniversary of the Philadelphia Center
tot Older People, members staged a mortgage-burn-
ing party. Taking part in tie ceremony were Emma Wat•
son, center, and Ethel Livingston, right. Holding the $50,000
document, left, is Mrs. Nina Bachman a board member
at the ( enter.
KING AND QUEEN — Wilbert irneld and
Beverly Litties, both students at Florida
A&M University in Tallahassee, Fla., be
gin their reign as King and Queen.( Orange
and Green with a smile The couple was
hailed with a coronation, f oncert and ball
The queen is from %kr,t raltn Bead, and





of Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Con-
ner was named Miss Black
Memphis State University by
The Black Students Association.
The Contest was a part of the
"Extravaganza in Black" Miss
Conner is 18 years old and
lives at 1519 Manger.
On Friday from /.2 - 1 p.m,
a Afro and Afro-Amen i c a 0
Fashion Show, was held in the
University Center Lounge.
Black girls from Memphis
State presented black fashions
in a two part show. The first
part was the African phase and
featured the Abbas and Bubo..
The Afro-American phase fea-
tured Dashikis and today's Afro
American fashions.
On Friday night a talent show
was presented which featured
black students from Memphis
State displaying their soul tail-
mt. Included in the talent
show was singing dancing and
dramatic readings. Also includ-
ed in the show were singing
and dancing groups.
The Black Students' Associa-
tion was organized in the fall
of 1967. Its purport° was to help
black students to identify so-
cially and to affiliate politically
In student activities throughout
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_
You're invited to send for free prospectus-booklet describing Hamil-
ton Funds, Inc , a mutual fund holding common stocks in over 80
American corporations. Monthly investments for a minimum of $150
down and 826 a month,
Hamilton uncle 4646 Poplar. Suite SlS Memphis,...,c Tenn. 31117
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LeMoyne-Owen Alumni
To Honor Dr. Price
Alumni of LeMoyns-Owen
will pay tribute to Dr. Hollis
F. Price, president of the 09-
year-old college, when they re-
turn to the campus this week-
end for their annual national
meeting and the reunion of all
'9' classes
Three of the reunion classes
(1950. 1949 and 1939) will
start the ball rolling Friday
night, May 23, with social af-
fairs in various sections of the
city,
Mrs. Ruby. D. Spigbt and
Rochester Neeley Sr., are gem
oral co-chairmen of the re-
union.
A full day of activity on
campus is scheduled for Sat-
urday, May ZI, starting at
9:30 a.m., with a coffee hour,
registration and tours. The
annual meeting of the nation-
al alumni association will get
under way at 10:30 a.m.
President P r ice's annual
luncheon for alumni is sched-
uled for 1 p.m., Saturday in
the Student Center. Members
of the college's 1969 graduating
class will be honored guests.
Plaques will be presented to
President Price and to the
alumnus of the year and other
outstanding alumni.
A party for all alumni of
the college will be held Satur-
 i MEM
organization, were among the
more than 900 delegates at-
tending the convention repre-
senting more than 200 schools.
I
STEREO METE




Jqm — Proof :renal 1
4 —SpettelCherger
Brilliant Six Speaker Sound System
hi-adel A533
IN EARLY AM! CAM STYLING
This Beautiful Hutch SoundsGreat
Stereo Console with N•voAcoustaponic
TM Speaker Chambers.Sol id State AN/ FM FM
Stereo Tuner Deluxe Tonal 1 Charger
Rig Six Speaker Sound Ststent
Exquisite Equici•d For Forte —Fl
Atnidel A372
ALL THESE WOOLCO EXTRAS INCLUDE:
• FREE DELIVERY •FREE SERVICE
• NO TRADE -IN •
• HONEST PRICES • 




• SATISFACTION GUARANTEED • YOU DEAL ONLY WITH WOOLCO
In Gateway Mall
MEDITERRANEAN STYLING
, Solid State AM/Fla/Fat Stereo TIMIS
Jam Proof Tonal 1 R•cord Charger





1833 Se. Third Street
day night Many of the alum-
ni will close out the weekend
of activity by attending the
Sunday morning service in a
body at Second Congregational
Church.
Elmer L. Henderson, nation-
al president of the General
Alumni Assoc iation, said
graduates and former stu-





A&I State University was ad-
mitted into the Intercollegiate
ASSOCiADDII Of Women Students
(IAWS) at the recent 1960 Con-
vention of IAWS held at the
University of Alabama.
Miss Violet Buffkins of Mem-
phis, president of the women's
organization at Ts nnessee
Sate, and Miss Sylvia Eubanks
of Chattanooga, chairman of








and forthcoming marriage of
daughter, Miss Alice Faye
Charles Leon Har-
rison, of the United States
Army. The wedding will be
Isolemnized on Friday, June 20,
at the Beulah Baptist Church.
Miss Edwards is also the
daughter of the late Mr. J.S.
Edwards, Sr., who was found-
er and president of the Victory
Funeral Home, Inc.
The prospective bridegroom
is the son of Mrs. Carrie B.
Harrison and the late Mr. Na-
poleon Harrison.
Miss Edwards was a 1968
honor graduate of Melrose High
School and is presently a stu-
dent at Knoxville College,
Knoxville, Tenn.
At Melrose, she was presi-
dent of the Charmettes Social
Club, an R.O.T.C. sponsor, a
member of the Spanish Club,
Social Studies Club and the Stu-
dent Council.
She was presented as a 1968
debutante by the Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity.
Mr. Harrison was graduated
from Melrose High School in
1966 where he was affiliated
with the Gay Lords Social Club,
was an R.O.T.C. officer and
sang with the glee club.
He attended Tennessee A&I
State University and the John
Gupton School of Mortuary
Science before entering the
service
Edwards, Sr., He is presently serving with
engagement 'the Army at Fort Polk, La.
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
lids will be received by the
Memphis Housing Authority at its
off ice at 700 Adams Avenue, un-
til 10:00 a.m.„, C.D.S.T., Monday,
Jun• 16, 1969, ler th• furnishing
of all labor, wisterial oriel equip.
mint for twIc• weekly pick up if
garbage and r•fus• from nine Mem.
phis Housing Authority low-rent
housing developments for the per-
iod beginning July 1, 1969, and
•xtending for twitly• months
through June 30 1970.
Detailed peopo so I forms
and sp•cifications are available
at th• Central Office, 700 Adams
Avenue, Memphis, Tenn easels.
lid Seswity in the forme if
MonOrrior, Certified et Cashier's
Cliffs mode payable to the Mont.
phis Housing Authority, or • sat-
isfactory lid lend in the omount
net less than five per cent MO ;of
the bid, will be required„ and must
occompony th•
The successful bidder will
be required to furnish end Pay for
o satisfactory performance and
payment bond.
Attention is called to the fact







the Contractor. The bidders roust
welt to abide by all P 'dorsi
Equal Employment Opportunity
lows.
Th• Memphis Housing Authe.
rill ?Curves the right to West
any it all bids or to waive any
In forrnpjltlas in the bidding end
to' award the contract to whores,-
ever It desires.
Th• succ..sful bidder must
p• r obtain a City of Mem-
phis Privilege License pri•r to
the Issuanc• of i notice to pro.
ciii.This document Is end skill be
▪ pert of tett contract.
No bid shell be withdrown for
• period of thirty (30) days sub,
sequent to tho •p•n lag of bide







Once upon a time, there lived a species
of huge animals called dinosaurs. They were
tremendous in size, physically powerful, and
terrorized all other life. As you know, the
dinosaur is long gone because he couldn't adapt
to his changing environment. All his power,
size and aggressiveness didn't help him when
the chips were down. And today, aggressive-
ness and sheer force of power are not going to
help the Black People's revolution any more
than they helped the dinosaur. No power,
black, white, red or yellow, can survive for
long when it's based on hate and violence.
Our black youth rime understand that the
door to opportunity is open at last! The invi-
tation to move in is here. But that does not
mean that someone is going to give them some-
thing for nothing simply because they have
black skins and can shout "black power". It
does mean that before they can be accepted
for what they are, they've got to show what
they are. Being honest with themselves is a
first step. They must never forget that they
represent the blood, sweat and tears of genera-
tions past. The future is in their hands, and
they cannot afford to be late or unprepared.
And so, to our black youth everywhere, I
say: "Stop throwing yourselves against a door
that's already open. Meet the challenge with
common sense and a devotion to duty. You'll
be surprised at how far you can go when you
stop being angry and start being smart. Don't,
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2x7 & 2x8 Plywood 49c
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Attic power vents (Rog. $69.95)  . $29,95
(thermostat control, keep your house comforta-
ble with a cool attic.)
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NASHVILLE, TENN ,— The
Tenuous Secondary Schools
Athletic Association announced
here last week that the state
track championships would be
held on all weather ovals in
the future. TSSAA spokesman
A. F. Bridges did not say why
the all-weather track at An1
Stat, was not considered for
last week's meet. Contrary to
the reports of one newsman,
it was brought to this writer's
attention that the AC surface
had been reworked and TI11.1's
Olympic coach Ed Temple was
especially proud of the new
takeoff area for the high
jump.
The fact of the matter is
that racial tension might devel-
op if the meet was held in a
predominantly Negro area.
The latter position Is the con-
seam of many who would
rather not be quoted. It is per-
haps for this same reason that
predominatly all Negro prep
baseball teams were the only
MIAA teams scheduled in Bel.
levue Park this season. The
Bellevue diamond ranks second
only to Tobey No. 1. When the
state meet rotates back here,
local officials feel at least two
all-weather track facilities will
be available.
Only one record was threat-
ened in the running events,
and one was broken in the
field events. Fleet-footed Char-
lie Wilson of Nashville North
raB a 9.7 100 to tie Ed Ham-
monds one-year old mark.
Hammonds is a freshman at
Memphis State.
The Tennessee School for the
Dears Willie .Poplar was six
inches shy of a shot put of 80
feet. The heave broke Memphis
Catholic's Justin Canale's rec-
ord of 57 feet 11 % inches. The
high jump mark of 6-4 was
tied by Danny Williams of East
Ridge and Chattanooga-Brain-
erd's Tommy West. Ironically game
the mark was set by Chatta- lights
nooga Riverside's Otis McGhee. when
U-T HOSTS NCAA MEET feated
This year's NCAA Track
Championships will be held at
the University of Tennessee
June 19-21 in ICnoxvills.
San Jose's controversial John
Carlos, who recently did a 9.1
100 but was upset last week in
the Martin Luther King Feld-
vities held in Philadelphia, hiu
already boasted that he will be
back to Knoxville and claim
some more "hardware."
Carlos ran out of sight in a
recent invitational meet staged
by the Vole. He may walk off
with his share of medals but
the host Vols will be aiming
for the team title. This crown
has been dominated by West
Coast schools,
JETS GET ANOTHER
Memphian Sam Walton, rook-
ie tackle who helped to protect
passing wizard Joe Nemeth as
the New York Jets went on to
win the world title, will be
joined by another Memphian,
and it is safe to say they
might knock heads for a start-
ing role, Ezell Jones, a 259.
pound two way linesman from
Minnesota, was signed last
week by the Jets. Jones, like
Walton a Melrose graduate,




The longest losing streak in
Southwest Conference history is
held by the University of Ar-
kansas, which did not win a
game between 1940 and 1943.
Zelda Winters Saturday Apr. 19
• • •
Sam Snead, who won his
first PGA golf title in 1942, is






was on June 2, 1883,




Former Vice President Hu-
bert H. Humphrey will deliver
the June commencement ad-
dress at Morehouse College,
according to an announcement
by Morehouse President Hugh
M. Gloster. Mr. Humphrey is
at present guest lecturer in
Political science and interna-
tional relations at Macalester
College and the University of
Minnesota.
The commencement exer-
cises will be held at 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday, June 3, 190, in S.H.
Archer Hall on the Morehouse
campus.
A joint baccalaureate service
for Morehouse College, Spel-
man College, and Atlanta Uni-
versity will be held at 3 p.m.
Sunday, June 1, in Sisters
Chapel on the Spelman cam-
pus. Reverend Arthur D.
Gray, former president of Tal-
ladega College, will be the bac-
calaureate speaker.
Following the baccalaureate
service President and Mrs.
Gloster will be at home to
graduating seniors, their par-
ents, alumni, faculty, and
friends of Morehouse College.
WOMAN MARINE Corporal Clara A. Blakely, daughter Of
Mrs. Clarence Nash of OWL Brown Mall, Memphis, was
promoted to her present rank while serving at Camp Smith,
Oahu, Hawaii. She is a member of Headquarters and Serv•
vice Battalion, Fleet Marine Forge, Pacific She eelel•
ed the service in 1167.
Memphian Elected SGA
President At Stillman
Freddie Criss, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben C.rise Sr. of 1579
South Wellington, has been
elected president of the Still.
man College Student Govern-
ment Association for the 1969-
70 academic year.
Mr. Criss, currently serving
as president of the junior class,
was elected to the top office of
SGA by popular vote of the en-
tire student body. The new
slate of officers will be install-
ed within the next few days.
The new SGA president, who
will be a senior next fall, has
exemplified outstanding lead-
ership and service during the
three years he has attended
the liberal arts college in
Tuscaloosa, A 1 a Stillman,
founded in 1876, is an agency
of the Presbyterian Church,
U.S.
This year he is president of
the UNCF, chairman of the
FRIEDDIE CRISS
SWING INTO SPRING FOR ONLY . . .
$
1969 DODGE DART SWINGER
A brand new addition to America's favorite compact, the Dart Swinger blends
all the good looks of a high-priced hardtop with the economy of regular
sedan. In the 1969 Union/Pure Oil performance trials Dart Swinger ranked
first in economy of all entries regardless of size, with 24.207 inNies per gallon!
Add to this the greatest overall body length, the biggest trunk capacity, ii
vinyl seats as standard equipment, and the highest 1041110 value in the 
try. Ws all yours at this v s-ec.! ice durin this v special sale.
OPEN TILL 9:00 P.M. FRIDAY
Only At . . .






Tutorial Assistance Board and
secretary of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity. In 1968 he attended
an award dinner and sympos-
ium in Washington, D. C., as e
UNCF r e presentative, and
earlier this year he escorted
Stillman's bliss UNCF to the
annual pageant in New Or-
leans, La.
He is a 1966 graduate of Bit
Washington High School and is.
a member of the New Salem
Baptist church.
9,500 Will Light Way
For Highway Safety
The first "Light the Way for
Highway Safety" campaign of
1969 la scheduled to begin
Thursday afternoon, May as;
for more than 0,500 South Cen-
tral Bell employees throughout
Tennessee.
As employees leave work
for the Memorial day holiday
weekend, they will turn on
their car lights and keep them
qn while driving until 1 a.m.
Monday, June 2. This will
serve as a reminder to the
driver and to on-coming driv-
ers to drive safely.
The 1969 campaign marks
the eighth year that South Cen-
tral Bell employees have join-
ed forces in an all out effort
to curb traffic deaths and in-
juries in Tennessee.
In addition to keeping car
lights On, employees Will again
be asked to observe five com-
mon sense rules of the road
which are:
Do not exceed the posted
speed limit.
Drive according to weath-
er conditions.
Yield the right-of-way
even though the other fel-
low is dead wrong . . .
Don't be dead right.
If you drink, don't drive.
Gasoline and alcohol don't
mix.
Give pedestrians a BRAKE.




, Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,






At 86 or 100 proof "There is nothing better in the marl:et."
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT IOURSON WHISKY • 86 PROOF • 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN BCMOOROWN•FORIAAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTUCKY (E)
way Safety" campaign has
been endorsed by industrial
firms and trucking lines across
the state and is supported by
major insurance companies,
civic clubs and the Tennessee
Department of Safety, Tennes-
see Civi: Difense Association,
and the Thames Jaycees.
Yanks Acquire Aker In Trade
NEW YORK — (UP!) —Thal average of 717.
New York Yankees announced Aker, who has averaged II
Tuesday the acquisition of vete-
ran reliever Jack Aker from
the Seattle Pilots in exchange
for pitcher Fred Talbot.
Seattle had picked the 21-
year-old Aker from Oakland in
the expansion draft. He had an
0-2 record this season with
three saves and an earned run
relief appearance at year lbw
be came to the majors in UK
had 36 saves for the Athletics
in NM and was named "Fire-
man of the Year" by TM
Sporting News.
Aker is to report to ea Yin
lieu Friday.
HOGUE) & KNOTTSSEAD, BUNS, ROLLS,,
are-your very best buy in Memphis
ittilItttil:=1411g1:41:Yholv.r11.
tgaieutill Kemott ovemork he
9











T• Lr, Quantities DIXIE
LILY FLOUR
Plain or Self Rising
HEAVY DUTY 18" x 25'
REYNOLDS WRAP
550
BUSH GREEN & WHITE
2-17oz. Cons
LIMAS 290
































1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
Oprn Sundays laf lot You, Shopping Coarrnience 9 A M r / p o•
oft NOW OPEN SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.
POST TIME 8 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
C LOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NUTS
Vie
11 DEFENDER SATURDAY MAY 24, 190
YWCA MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE — The Sarah Brown
branch of the YWCA is currently in its annual drive for
Sarah Brown YWCA
In Membership Drive
The a n ational.
drive of the Sarah Brown Three youth activities
Branch YWCA is in full swing operating each week with
under the leadership of Mrs.i rectors for each assisted
Geneva Williams, membership work-study college students, been held in sewing, slimnastics
chairman. These programs are a coed; make-up. guitar, bridge, edu-
Mrs. Williams and her corn- recreational program on Fri- cation, millinery and many
mittee are blisy making con- day nights with activities such' others. 1
tacts in the community in order as billiards, ping pong, table For those interested in dis- Bride's Tip
that the drive will be a success. games, music, sewing; Boys cussion groups, the YWCA con-
It will be climaxed with a vie- are welcomed to the activity. tinuously provide forums on Softly-rounded buttons fit one
memberships, and spearheading the drive is this commit-
tee, Seated from left are Mrs. Pauline Allen, Mrs. Mamie
,this day.
The Association draws togeth-
into responsible membership
women and girls of diverse ex-
periences and faiths, that their
lives may be open to new under
standing and deeper relation-
ships and that together they
may join in the struggle for,
peace and justice, freedom andI
dignity for all people.
nual membership
tory lawn party in July. and
top recruiters will be awarded
prizes.
The YWCA is a world-wide
organization at work in more
than 75 countries around the
world. It is the largest women's
organization m the world.
Locally the YWCA offers
members a variety of activities
good sportsmanship adds vim
to the program.
A six-week summer program
is already underway for those
wonderful free vacation days.
Adults have program in many
areas also - a trip to New Or-
leans this fall interested a bus-
are load of women and others will
di-;be taking a -Golden West"
bY!Tour come July. Classes have
The girls improvement programTertinent, - interesting, and cru-
meeting each Saturday is de-leis] problems in our communi-
signed to provide personal im-Ity,
provement as well as recreation Celebrating its 50th year in
classes in art, dance and dra-
ma, and enrichment field trips;
Memphis, the YWCA invites
all women and girls to join this
Each Thursday after schooldorganization. . .a movement
girls may also come just forlrooted in the Christian faith
recreation and free construe- ed by the -resources of that
five fun. A physical fitness pm-faith. seeks to respond to the
inside the other, making a two
color or three color button.
Sold separately at the notion
counter, there are 13 fashion
colors from which to select
and four sizes (two size shells
and two 'size fill-in buttons).
means 3 3 8 different color corn-
The button people say that
binations with these button mat-
-culturally, socially and recre- gram and encouragement of barrier-breaking love of God in es.
ml Ace Appliance Co. Offers You
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
nui 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Mile Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
'THIS IS ONE MORE REASON WRY MORE AND MORE PEOPLE IVY FROM ACE APPLIANCE'
9b9 999990 9.4,9•1•999 I 01911 DAY 1111
"Awry Serf**
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Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5' Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With The
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Why Sacrifice Qualit;/, When You Can






111810Allt JIT Amon mote $18
MODEL WAN StiOWCRIST WHITE
1011Alt SINVICI mei PARS 
2.4 TIM SOME and PARTS
3•41 TEAR SERVICE wad PARTS
Ath YEAR SERVICE PARIS NO CNAINIE






ACM DAN SNOW:RCN WIRTZ 939953113MAIRI RISC. mu
10 'TAR same, set PAM • • • No CHAR
led TIM STInfla es4 PARTS NO CIIINIS
3.4 TIM stems sod PASTS ••••••••••• NO Mum
SO TEAR stIO•ta meg PASTS .• NO CHARGE
3th YEAR SERVICE sod YAMS NO CNARCIE
TOTAL COST
FOR S FULL YEARS
All Models of Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Carry the Same 3-Year Written Guarantee-
frigidaire Elec. Automatic Dryar
95
ACEAPPLIANCE CO.
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The Whitehaven Human Re-
lations Committee will meet
at the New Nonconnah Baptist
Church at Tulane and Shelby
Drive on Thursday, May 22,
and its main objective is the
establishment of a day care
center at the church.
The Committee is asking for
the support of all people in the
community. It is being spon-
sored by the Whitehaven Mini-
sters Alliance.
Officers are Bill Kephart,
president; Argel Oatis, vice
president; Mrs. Isabel Mc
Graw, s e cretary; Tevester
Merriweather, treasurer, and




Providence AME Church will
present its annual Calendar
Tea and Fashionette on Sun-
day, May 25, from 4 ED 6 p.m.
at the Atlanta Life Insurance
Company building at .526. Beale
Street. The public is invited.
CITIZEN OF YEAR — The Cony Junior
High School chapter of tile National Junior
Honor Society presented its first "Citioen
of the Year" award to Miss Urenetha In-
gram, a ninth grader at the school during
an assembly held on Thursday, May 15, and
here she is Ranked by A. C. Williams, left,





WDIA, who was guest speaker, left, a n
Principal George Clark. With the honor..
Miss Ingram received a $25 U.S. Saving(
Bond. Miss Denise Keys is president of tbs.
chapter and Mrs. Bettye Cash Washbur.1.













N0,1 - 3471 Poplar oif4Igh Fond
•
No.2 1471 Florida'at Parkway
No.4 w 549 South Parkway East
- 661 Chelsea
No.7 - 452 East Shei;)y Driyo
No. 3 4280 Macon Road
No.? - 2219 Florida
No.10 - 1478 Notiono!
No. 1 - 1506 East Broadway
tWist Memphis)
No.I2 - 3.152 Johnson
No.14 w 4701 Highway 51 So
No.15 •• 2481 Dwight Rood
NO. 16-315 W. Mitchell Rd.
No.17 w. 4571 Qvince
No.26 5201 Highway 61 is-
No.27 - 1693 Lauderdalo
No.48 w 2458 Chelsea Avenuo
•Wo
that's Busch® baby
-And I'm telling it like it is. People today are moving
on up—reaching out for the best. And the best is Busch.
Premium -brewed with costly barley, virgin hops. The
only popular-priced beer in America with in-brewed car-
bonation (our own special way of putting fine bubbles
in beer). The best popular-priced beer in America? That's
Busch, baby. And-we can prove it."
Look for the special Rosko display wherever you buy beer.























































with this coupon and
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No presence required to win. Kroger employees not eligible.
one 7-oz. package
RONCO SPAGHETTI
with purchase of one at
regular prie






with purchase of two cans
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FREE OFFERS! . . . . .
EE
ale 10-oz. package of
FROSTY ACRES
MIXED VEGETABLES




W—e one 15-oz. can of.EAST TEXAS
FAIR FIELD PEAS
with purchase of ove an
nt our regular low n rice
a 35t IS SAVE
value for t 17(
one 8-oz. or
TISCHER'S HONEY
with purchase of one 16-oz. jar
at our regular low price.
a 66c 41re, SAVE
value for 25t
FREE
ooe 20-oz. bottle of
BLACKBURN-MADE SYRUP
with purchase of come 20-oz.








Prices and offers effective only at the new Southgate
through next Tues., May 27. Visit this Sparkling




Whole Fryers GRADE AKROGER 27$1LBHamburger G UAAL RL ABNETEEFE ,D 554
(3 LB or MORE)
LB









8 A.M. To 9 P.M.
Monday Thru Saturday
Sundays 10 A.M. To 7 P.M.
°Pee One 10-oz.
package Frozen
FRES SHORE FISH STICKS
with purchase of one 10-oz.







with perches. of °me can of 12













grOider MITI I IITITSIIIIIIIIITITI gilcm
LARGE EGGS DOZ. 1
vviUth.S th.Di.sA.cGouRpiLDEanAd $5. additional 
OM 
purc-
hase, excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen






with purchase of two packages
at our regular low price I
for the
price of2
11111;tee One package of
LEO'S SLICED
LUNCH MEATS
with purchase of two packages
at our regular low price I






with purchase of a 12-oz. jar
RAMBO SWEET CRISPY PIX
a 90t SAVE





with purcitaserof one package
at our regular low price
o 50t SAVE




with purchase of 2 rolls







with porchese of one package






IfIlez 29c package of
WONDER CORN CHIPS
with purchase of one TWIN
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
2t:MI POR AU.. IrMat LAWN-WEL Magoon reinnt sia oo,
11.111e 111111gegesed U.N. Res us first.
..1661wis lawn Mower Service
IMPS Elk Sri Street. Phone 9474651
SPIRSPIODALE IACEJON
936-38 RIGGS
Duple: In Drat class *naps. Can be
uged as large home. 3-rorans and bath-
e** *lc $1 Down V. A. of $460
Down Priced at $13,500.
PYRAMID LAND CO. 4646 POPLAR
JOHN REYNOLDS 6854800
WONDER MEAD
Has opening for production workers
either day or night hours available.
Applicant must be completely draft
free. Good starting salary With Paid
hospitalisation, retirement, vacations
and holidays.
App ly be parson between the hours of
1000 AM and 400 PM.
I. T. T. CONTINENTAL &WERT CO.
400 Monroe, Memphis. Tenn
An Equal Opportunity Eikpioyer
PAINTING — Interior and Exterior.
Commercial and Residential. Do on
work. (white)
A • P ROME IMPROVEMENT
CALL 525-3250 or 323-3807
Ray Adams or Clark Polk
NO BRAGS — JUST PRICE
PAVE 616 TO $25 ON
PATIOS, SLABS. DRIVES
DESOTO CONCRETE CO. 393.2367
amelb111=111•Willenlemilaa
01811ROADME MIGHT'
1476 Ptniateast - Almost new aria
M desirable Iatiation. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, Dea with fireplace, central air
and beat, Carport with wurksitop,
fenced backyard.
DOUGLA SS
1559 Ash - Entirely new. near 2 achoole
4 spacious bedrooms, one and 9a bath,
large it.ing room Vacant, FHS $430






BOSTON — (NP!) — The
ranks of Project Equality, the
nationwide, interfaith program
to utilize the economic power
of religious institutions to end
employment bias, has swelled
to VIO, with the joining of 10
major religious bodies in the
state of Massachusetts. Com-
bined purchasing weight of the




Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DoWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON Limn CORP.
AN WPM OPPORTUZITTE =PLOY=
Help Wanted!!
CLEANER & SPOTTER
MUST BE SOBER & RELIABLE.
CALL OR COME IN.
JACKSON CLEANERS









2 Lines  2 weeks
Only $1  00
Call now
Jackson 6-8397
r Cash-in on anything you




The Marie Baker Service
Club held its monthly meeting
at the home of Mrs. Lillie Jef-
fery recently, and with the
president, Mrs. Nell Osborne
in charge, plans were made
for the State Federation of
Clubs to be held in Jackson,
Tenn.
The club gave a supply of
linen to the Goodwill Homes
for Children which was opened
recently.
Members present were Mrs.
Sara L. Carr, Miss Maggie
Newsom, Mrs. Carrie Mabry,
Mrs. Linnie Johnson, Mrs.
Irene Sanders, Mrs. Ruby
Biles, Mrs. Elizabeth Harris,
Mrs. Anna Owen and Miss B.C.
Lenoir, reporter.










E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER ADVERTISERS




Sat n, Ss 51 25
Sat Oper IS A M trt 6 I 66





SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH



















Help from the citizens of city rials relating to schools, church-
and county is being requested
by the Memphis and Shelby
County Libraries.
As C. Lamar Wallis, direc-
tor, pointed out, "Sesquicenten-
nial time is local history time.
It is the duty of the public li-
brary to collect and preserve
es, social agencies, industries,
and business concerns; mili-
tary records; maps; pictures
of buildings, historic sites,
Mrs. Savage Crowned
At Ball In Paradise
The Transit Operators, a
social and charity organiza-
tion presented its third annual
Queen's Ball at Club Paradise
recently, and Mrs. Rebecca
Savage, a nurse's assistant at
St. Joseph Hospital, was crown-
ed queen for 1969-70.
•
the historical records of the organizations; . account books; She succeeds Mrs. Claud
diaries; election ballots, lot.community. So we're asking Penn last year's winner w
people during this Sesquicen-
tennial year to clean out their
attics and trunks and donate to
the city and county public li-
braries printed and pictorial
items of historical interest.
These may be left at any of
the eighteen libraries of the
system for transfer to the
Memphis Collection in the
downtown Cossi tt-Goodwyn
Library."
All materials donated, ac-
cording to Mr. Wallis, would
become the property of the
Memphis and Shelby County
Public Libraries.
Among items desired, the
library lists the following:
newspaper clippings relating
to local happenings; magazine
articles concerning the locale;
pictorial atlases; biographical
analbums; high school d col-
lege yearbooks; books on In-
dians inhabiting the locale;
'records of old families; old
paintings and portraits; city
directories; civic and social
programs; brochures and jubi-
lee publications of churches,
clubs, and other organizations;
pamphlets and music written











mums vanommts PLOW latt
WT*.°MOATS • SART GUIS • MUNI
AND mutIOAL nisTsumENTIL
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
76 AL 170 HAL STINET IA 6.5300
t
LEARN TO DRIVE
If Too Have Any Trouble titbit so over



















ONLY $2.00 PER WEEK
Priddy & Burgess Appliance Co.




sports events, clubs, orgaruza- • In addition to her crown,
tions, and prominent people; Mr. Savage received a prise






cash prize of $50; and Min.
Mary Jackson, second alter-
nate, whose prize was $25.
The contestants named Miss
Patricia Dean "Miss Congen-
iality."
Mrs. Savage has expressed
her appreciation to those wto
contributed to her success
the contest.
In charge of the prograin
were Mrs. R. Venson, wl3o
ters describing life in the corn- 
ho crowned the queen, and M.
could not be present for the
munity; advertisements; mem- boll. Joan E. W. Golden, who 
was
narrator for the program. _oirs, 
Officers of the seven-VW-
old club are Harold Events,
president; William Hudson,
vice president; Casey Starks,
treasurer; J. L. Smith, busi-
ness manager; Billy Joe Walk-
er, secretary; Arthur Main,





WANTED, TO PLAY FOR
CLUB DATES CONTACT
MR. BOBBY KING







CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED





Reigning in Mrs. Penn's
stead during the spring season
has been Mrs. Magnolia Mat-
thews, last year's firt alter-
nate, who rode in the recent
Cotton Carnival Parade.
Runner-up to the queen
were Miss Anita Coburn, first
alternate, who was awarded
You Don't Pay More..











Free Estimates and Financing Available










CORNED BEEF ,20z.45 -
Fred Montesi 2 Limit
MAYONNAISE
Delta Frozen 10 or. A Limit
STRAWBERRIES 19*
Fred Montesi cr.de Large
EGGS Do, 390




4 oz.VEG. OIL 2 Limit 39













MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH--1232 E SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN'






















LIPTON 11/2 Lb. Pkg. 23*
TEA or Fred Montesi
48 Ct. Bag 9*
loo Ct. Bag 190
or 500 Off Any 30 oz. Instant or Larger
with. coupon and 5.00 or more purchase
Fred Montesi Country Style
PORK 1 16. bag 51*











CUT BEETS 16 oz.10











Lipton Tea Mb. abog
)41-6 Pkg. 2
or FRED MONTESI 48 cf. Bag 94
100 et. Bag 194
or 504 off any 30ote. instant or latgar
With coupon and i5.00 additional purchase
excluding salt.• of coupon marchandig0frach
milk products and tobacco also excluded in
coinplionc• with state, low). Coupon expires
noon, Wed., 14 ay 28 Anti-Freer pu
chose not includito in coupon ..d.,010
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